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or getting inspired?
Just preparing food

Spiral Slicer
SPIRELLI 

Spiral Cutter
SPIRALFIX

HANDBOOK 

FOR SALES ARTISTS

GEFU tools make 
everybody a culinary artist.
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Pablo Picasso

‚Inspiration exists, but it has  
to find you working.‘

Pablo Picasso

„Inspiration exists, but it has 
to find you working.”

Rudolf Schillheim (CEO), Manager of GEFU Küchenboss GmbH & Co. KG

Dear customers,

I love to meet friends for dinner. The most pleasant evenings are those on which we all gather in the 
kitchen and cook together. 
Some time ago, on just such an evening, one of my friends and I had the task of julienning vege-
tables. And while we were busy working away my friend suddenly said: “It would be nicer if the 
vegetable strips were longer.” I looked at him but hat no solution to offer, and so I kept on cutting 
with some effort.

Some days later I was sitting at my desk and sharpening a pencil, when suddenly my friend’s remark 
“It would be nicer if the vegetable strips were longer” came to my mind again. “Why not sharpen 
vegetables?” I thought, and the idea for our SPIRELLI spiral cutter was born. My team and I tested 
the funnel shape of a sharpener, but somehow this version did not come up to our expectations for 
easy-to-use GEFU kitchen utensils. There had to be a better solution!

So I deliberated on other possibilities. Again a coincidence came to my aid: when my gaze fell upon 
the little hour glass on the computer I knew what our SPIRELLI had to look like. Together with our 
designers from INVIVO we racked our brains, built and tested extensively before the SPIRELLI finally 
found its current form and function. And the result is pretty impressive: the SPIRELLI is our TOP 
SELLER. Small wonder: using it, you can conjure up endless vegetable “spaghetti” easily and in no 
time at all.
 
The cooking evenings with my friends continue to inspire me, and so does the success of our SPI-
RELLI. And so I keep on working with passion and pleasure on new ideas and creative innovations 
together with my team. 
Share our openness for new things, follow your intuition and be inspired by our new 2014/15 GEFU 
catalogue for marketing artists.

Sincerely yours
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exclusive

cutting · peeling · chopping

Just cutting or the art of slicing? page  19 - 36

grating · slicing · grinding

Just rasping or the art of grating? page  37 - 45

straining · sieving

Just sieving or the art of straining? page  46 - 51

moulding · pressing

To bring to shape artfully page  52 - 60

preparing · barbecue · roasting

Just meat or the art of roasting? page  77 - 81

serving · preparing · measuring

Just accessories or kitchen art? page  82 - 98

presentation systems

The art of GEFU’s product presentation  page  99 - 105

Glossary page 106 - 114

measuring · mixing · sharping

Just cookies or the art of baking? page  61 - 65

brewing · decorating · pouring

Just pouring or the art of beverages? page  66 - 76

Content

=  Exclusive range of specialized retail
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INVIVO has expertise in designing kitchen tools, electrical 
kitchen appliances, home accessories, tableware and lighting. 
The company´s name INVIVO indeed refl ects the philosophy of 
both graduated designers Dennis Becker and Christoph Wiehle.
„INVIVO“ means vitality in the very best sense of the word: 
elementary and surprising.

A profound and controversial analysis of various ideas, materials 
and production options result in the typical INVIVO industrial 
design. Elementary design and easy handling are as important as 
style and aesthetic features. The designer team ensures a perfect 
and easy handling of the GEFU products and, at the same time, 
accomplishes to create a modern and stylish designer kitchen tool.
Thanks to this creativity and innovative spirit GEFU products have 
been awarded the renowned red dot design award several times, 
most recently the rotary grater PECORINO LASER CUT.

Spiral Slicer
SPIRELLI
page 21

These are our functional 
kitchen tools with special 
style and design.

The ideas and products 
were developed by 
GEFU’s internal team, 
supported by Dennis Becker 
and Christoph Wiehle of 
INVIVO-Design.

Artistic GEFU products
created by designers
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The SPIRALFIX spiral cutter is the absolutely essential kitchen 
tool for any veg fan. 
Make stylish vegetable spaghetti with no effort at all.

Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX 
page 20

Design vegetable 

Artistic GEFU products
created by designers
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How to easily and quickly cook vegetable spaghetti made 
of zucchini and carrots? How to store fresh cut vegetables? 
Or how to bread a schnitzel without making a mess? 
You might have asked yourself these kinds of questions 
many times. We certainly are looking for answers and are 
working hard to fi nd practical and innovative solutions in 
order to simplify food preparation and cooking. In coopera-
tion with our design team we develop, create and draft a 
design out of our ideas. We choose moulds, discuss 
materials and create a prototype of new kitchen tools. 
If this prototype meets our high demands in terms of 
functionality and design we develop a 3D computer graphic 
which will become a template for series production.
Prior to series production our products are tested in terms 
of fi nishing, material quality and safety in numerous quality 
checks. Only if the results of the tests meet our highest 
quality standards, the products will be released for series 
production and the kitchen tool will be added to our wide 

assortment of GEFU products.

During the product
development process
function, materials and
design are defined.
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Not only one single,
fi rst product of the series
production but numerous
more products randomly
taken from each production
run have to pass all 
quality tests.

Each production is
based on a 3D model,
a so-called CAD.
Based on this computer
generated virtual model
a fi rst prototype is created
which has to pass the
fi rst quality tests.

The art of making a perfect 

GEFU product design!
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Whether you cut tens of thousands carrots, turn the
umpteenth schnitzel or chop tons of onions,
kitchen tools are used on a daily basis and have to
provide high performance again and again.
It is therefore important that the blade is sharp, the
spatula has an anti slip coating and the mechanism is
impeccable. GEFU products are what could be said to
be „unbreakable“.
Stylish, functional and of high quality – all GEFU
kitchen tools must meet these high demands. The
quality management of GEFU in cooperation with
independent experts, i. e. TÜV Rheinland, extensively
test all products with a focus on food safety,
material, safety and user friendliness. This also
means that during the process from the fi rst
prototype to series production, all products undergo
several, substantial quality checks.
This quality procedure has paid off as GEFU has been
awarded the LGA-tested Quality seal several times.
With such high standards of quality, GEFU is able to
offer the 5 year quality guarantee on several items.
First class quality, design innovation, and high perfor-
mance
make GEFU products the consumer‘s best
choice in kitchen tools.

GEFU product quality
The art of highest
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LGA tested & LGA tested Quality: Whether cheese 
grater PARMIGIANO or spiral slicer SPIRELLI – many 
GEFU products have been extensively tested by TÜV 
Rheinland for i.e. user safety, functional characteristics, 
usability and hygiene and have been awarded the 
“LGA-tested” and “LGA-tested Quality” seal.  
TÜV Rheinland only awards a product which meets the 
highest safety requirements from user manual,  
functional characteristics up to user safety and only  
if it completely fulfils its intended purpose.

Quality assurance: the internal quality management of GEFU is responsible  
for quality monitoring in cooperation with independent certified inspections.

GEFU-Q5: Functionality, 
first class quality and  
high quality finishing 
characterise our products. 
All products are regularly 
tested for quality and 
optimised to meet the
highest demands of 
modern cookery.
GEFU offers a 5 year 
warranty without
restrictions for several 
items, recognisable
by the GEFU-Q5 seal  
on the packaging.The art of highest
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The art of powerful and effective

GEFU communication
Only a culinary artist or also a communication artist? 
GEFU gladly faces this challenge. GEFU uses various 
communication channels all year around in a profes-
sional and consequent way. With focus on attention 
getting sales promotions and media appearances in 
popular magazines GEFU accomplishes to arouse the 
attention of national and international customers and 
to trigger impulse purchases.
This communication strategy includes e. g. a creative 
advertising campaign in the specialised media, edito-
rial product reviews in the consumer press which are 
expected to reach approx.
150 readers, target group related online media place-
ment, our website www.gefu.com, attractive
displays for retailers, seasonal and thematically rela-
ted leaflets and other print material to communicate 
consumer-friendly and easy to read product and in-
dulgence information as well as the integration of QR 
codes on displays and posters which is a contempo-
rary way to communicate with today´s consumers.

Recipe booklets availabel
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GEFU communication

Internet: Available 24 hours a day www.gefu.com Facebook: www.facebook.com/gefu.kuechenwerkzeuge

Newsletter: A constantly updated 
consumer communication tool.
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The new INSPIRIA serving and souffl é dish 
provides inspiration for varied uses 
and culinary experiments.

Find all INSPIRIA products 
from page 82 on.

The art of serving
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Just preparing food 

or getting inspired?

The elegant INSPIRIA 
porcelain tableware 
series stands out for 
its modern, timeless 
design and its added 
functional value. 
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PABLO
coffee press
page 69

Tea-Filter
ARMONIA
page 72

Spice Colander GUSTO
page 91

 
The new GEFU coffee 
label marks out all 
products which are 
absolutely necessary for 
a highly aromatic, perfect 
coffee taste.

Coffee Filter ANGELO
page 67

The art
of savouring.
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GEFU is adding numerous new, 
functional designer products to  
its range of goods, proving its  
competence when it comes to  
delicious coffee.
Espresso makers, coffee makers, 
milk foam cups or various shakers 
for sweetening and decorating – 
GEFU provides lovers of the  
aromatic brew with a medley of  
new products related to perfect, 
delectable coffee.

Find all products related  
to coffee from page 66 on.
 

The art of 
brewing coffee
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Four-way grater
VITALES LASER CUT
page 42

Gourmet Cutter
VIOLINO
page 22

Nutmeg Mill
MOSCATA LASER CUT
page 39

Slicer TARI
page 26

Sharp blades. 
A perfect result.
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Our products featuring LASER CUT blades are 
extremely sharp and grate foodstuffs with perfect 
results. Thanks to the small and very sharp serrations 
on the Linea graters, food is cut rather than pulled 
apart, preserving the aromas. 

Laser-Cut

Rotary Grater
PECORINO LASER CUT
page 38
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»La Linea« KITCHEN UTENSIL

The particular combination of materials used 
in the La Linea pro- duct line give them heat 
resistance of up to 250 °C which can be used 
for a wide variety of purposes.

Not only are these products beautiful and soft 
to the touch, but they are also hygienic and 
easily cleaned. Each product is ergonomi- 
cally designed to rest securely and comfor-
tably in your hand.

Further La Linea products can be found in the 
catalogue.
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Tomato- and Apple Slicer POMOGourmet Cutter VIOLINO

Just cutting or

the art of slicing?

cutting
peeling

chopping
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13410
exclusive

 

The Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX 
is the must-have in hot and
cold vegetable cooking for 
healthy culinary pleasures: 
It conjures up delicious vegetable 
spirals in no time at all, making 
carrots, zucchini, cucumbers, 
radishes, beet, kohlrabi and 
even potatoes real culinary eye-
catchers on every plate, 
be it in the title role as a 
vegetarian dish, as a 
salad or a side dish to 
go with meat, 
fi sh or pasta.

Measurements: 
L 270, H 140,  Ø 150 mm

Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX
The Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX is the indespensable 
kitchen tool for every vegetable fan. Based on the 
time-tested principle of the pencil sharpener, it trans-
forms countless sorts of vegetables into delicious 
vegetable spaghetti, without effort and in no time at all.
Using it is simple, convenient and extremely safe: Just
open the folding lid, use the adjusting wheel to set the
desired width of cut and place the vegetables in the 
box. Now close the lid, turn the crank handle (pressing 
down gently), and the desired vegetable spirals fall 
into the non-slip holding container. The long spirals 
can be produced with ease because two high-strength 
special knives made of blade steel work together perfectly in
the box. The best part of it is that the two knives are able to cut 
the vegetables into spirals almost without any waste.

•  4 different widths of cut for creative recipes: Spiral cut
across the entire width of the material, 3 mm, 6 mm or 12 mm 
wide adjustable via adjusting wheel

• Thickness of cut: 2.5 mm
• Special blade steel
• Folding lid for easy fi lling
• Endless spirals produced by magic in no time at all
•  Detachable non-slip holding container

for safe standing
•  Splash-guard lid with drive unit detachable

for easy cleaning
• Use with closed lid only, max. fi lling height 80 mm, Ø 100 mm
• Material: stainless steel, ABS plastic, SAN
• Dishwasher-safe
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12380

12940

13460
exclusive

 

Radish curler RETTIMO
This practical tool makes it easy to cut radishes into decorative 
curls. It is equally suited to cut cucumbers, carrots, potatoes and 
many other solid foodstuffs.
•  cuts radishes, carrots, cucumber, potatoes or other

solid foodstuffs into decorative curls
• safe and quick cutting due to holder and fi nger protector
• stainless steel / chrome-plated zinc alloy
• Dishwasher-safe

cutting · peeling · chopping

Spiral Cutter RÖSLI
GEFU’s new spiral cutter inspires cooking artists to create ever 
new delicious decorations. With the help of this kitchen tool, 
various fi rm vegetables can be pointed and cut into swirls or 
decorative little roses.
In this way carrots, radishes or other vegetables become the 
highlight in every salad or raw vegetable dish. As easy to use as a 
pencil sharpener.

 •  For cutting thin spirals out of 
fi rm foodstuffs, e.g. carrot, 
courgettes or radish

 •  For creative dishes and varied 
decorations

 • Food diameter: 75 mm
 • Serrated blade
 • High-grade plastic
 • Dishwasher-safe

Spiral Slicer SPIRELLI
With the spiral slicer you can conjure up endless 
Julienne strips of carrot, radish, cucumber and all 
kinds of other fi rm vegetables. The 2 x 3 mm or 
3.5 x 5 mm spirals are perfect to create vegetable 
stir-fries or pasta dishes, and to decorate serving 
dishes. The combination of high-quality plastic and 
stainless steel means it can be cleaned simply in 
the dishwahser.

• Sturdy Japanese blades made of stainless steel
• Create endless Julienne strips
• Finger guard
• Two Julienne sizes – 2 x 3 mm and 3.5 x 5 mm
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

13465 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 36 units.
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    55700
exclusive

 

Gourmet Cutter VIOLINO
VIOLINO – the specialist in all matters concerning 
cutting and shaping. Whether you need thick or thin 
batons, cubes or slices for a tasty dish, VIOLINO 
makes it easy. The gourmet cutter comprises of:

• 3 different, interchangeable cutting surface blades
• 1 fi nger guard
• 1 storage box for the cutting surface blades
•  Cutter with integrated hand wheel for various heights of cutting 

materials

Thanks to the especially sharp knife, VIOLINO can be used for 
almost any type of food! Anti-slip feet. Stainless steel / synthetic 
material, dishwasher-safe

Measurements: 
W 125, L 430, H 80 mm

Slice – thin sticks and cubes
VIOLINO -Attachment for slices
This attachment is particularly suited to the 
cutting of slices. The slicing height can be ad-
justed between 1 and 5 mm. Whether sliced 
potatoes for gratins, cucumber slices for a 
tasty salad or sliced carrots for a vegetable 
side dish – VIOLINO cuts as quick as a fl ash!

VIOLINO - Attachment for thin sticks and 
cubes
This attachment cuts sticks and cubes 3.5 mm 
in width. According to demand these can also 
be cut to a thickness of 3 and 5 mm. Whether 
diced tomatoes for a tasty bruschetta or vege-
table batons for a healthy wok dish. Let your 
imagination run free!

VIOLINO - Attachment for thick sticks and 
cubes
This attachment cuts food into sticks or cubes 
7.0 mm in width.
Ideal for making healthy vegetable crudités, 
chips or a vitamin-rich salad.
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50410
exclusive

50420
exclusive

50430
exclusive

54000
exclusive

50400

 

Vegetable Slicer ASIA
Enjoy vegetables slice by slice! The new Vegetable 
Slicer ASIA with blades of Japanese high-strength steel slices po-
tatoes, cucumbers, carrots, courgettes, aubergines etc., preparing 
vegetable slices for gratins or raw vegetable dishes in no time at 
all. The ergonomic shape of the handle makes it comfortable to 
hold and easy to use.
• Japanese blade steel • Reverse side for grating ginger, apples, 
nutmeg • With hanging loop • Plastic / stainless steel • Dishwas-
her-safe

Rösti grater
Julienne not just potatoes but also cucumbers, carrots, 
courgettes, aubergines and other vegetables for delicious potato 
or vegetable fritters using the blades made of high-strength Japa-
nese steel. In this way your delicious potato and vegetables sticks 
for fritters are conjured up in no time at all. But that’s not all. The 
grater is multifunctional: the extremely hard, sharp serration at the 
back allows you to grate ginger, apples or lemon rind and 
other fi rm vegetables and fruits into a pulp-like mash. 
The ergonomic plastic handle is comfortable to hold and 
makes work easier. 

• For cutting potato sticks 
• Japanese blade steel
•  Reverse side for grating ginger, apple, 

lemon rind
• Stainless steel, plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Gourmet Slicer TARTUFOLO
Fantastic hand held slicer with fi nesse: With one side 
you can slice cheese and with the other truffl es, mushrooms 
and parmesan.

• slip-resistant handle
• stainless steel blade
• Dishwasher-safe

Ceramic Slicer
Glide over fruits and vegetables with incredible ease, creating 
perfect paper thin slices.

• Ultra sharp! The food smoothly glides over the ceramic blade
• Creates perfectly thin slices • Finger guard included • Easy cle-
aning under running water! • Material: body made of ABS, black. 
Blade made of ceramic • Dishwasher-safe
• Ceramic Blade: fl avourless and odourless; anti-allergic (i. e. 
nickel allergy) and hygienic; no oxidation, even with acidic fruit.

Julienne Cutter ASIA
For enjoyable Asian-style cooking! The new Julienne 
Cutter ASIA with blades made of high-strength Japanese steel, 
cuts potatoes, cucumbers, carrots, courgettes, and much more 
into matchsticks quickly and effortlessly to create exotic wok dis-
hes. The slicer is a multi-performer. The extremely hard and sharp 
teeth on the back can grate nutmeg and grind ginger, apples and 
other fi rm fruit and vegetables into a pulp. The ergonomic shape of 
the handle makes the slicer comfortable to hold and easy to use.
• Japanese blade steel • Reverse side for grating ginger, apples nut-
meg. • With hanging loop • Plastic/stainless steel • Dishwasher safe.

cutting · peeling · chopping

NEW
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    S 13550
exclusive

 

Pineapple Slicer
PROFESSIONAL PLUS  
ø 85 mm
• Etched scale to show the amount of slices
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• Sharp cutting blade
•  Small piece cutter (12 segments) for bite-sized pieces of 

pineapple
•  1000 ml transparent storage container incl. aroma lid that can 

be used as a measuring beaker for 1-2 pineapples (depen-
dant on size)

•  Cleanly cut little pieces directly into the storage container - no 
drops or spills

• Optimal dispensing possibilities with two-sided scale imprint
•  Aroma lid also serves as a storage option for the pineapple 

slicer
• Stainless steel / SANl / ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

cut into small 
pieces

storecut slices count slices
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13500
exclusive

13510

13520

 

 

 

Pineapple Slicer BASIC 
ø 85 mm 
• Printed scale to show the amount of slices
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque and cutting control
• Sharp cutting blade
• ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Pineapple Slicer 
PROFESSIONAL ø 85 mm
• Etched scale to show the amount of slices
• Sharp cutting blade
•  Small piece cutter (12 segments) for perfect pieces of pineapple 

also for apples or pears
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Pineapple Slicer COMFORT 
ø 85 / 95 mm   
•  Printed scale to show the amount of slices
•  Small piece cutter (12 segments) for perfect pieces of pineapple 

also for apples or pears
•  Two cutting tools for large and medium Pineapples Ø 85 mm / 

Ø 95 mm
•  Sharp cutting blade made out of high quality, durable ABS 

plastic
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• ABS-plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

cutting · peeling · chopping
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13420
exclusive

13450
exclusive

13590
exclusive

 

 

 

Slicer TARI
This slicer will make your work in the kitchen easier. 
Whether you are making a fruit salad, tomato and 
mozzarella or a delicious mushroom dish, with the slicer you can 
cut exact 5-mm slices. The specialized serrated Japanese steel 
blades make chopping ingredients effortless. To clean, simply 
unfold the bars and, after use, place in the dishwasher.
The safe locking mechanism saves space when it is put away in 
a drawer.

• Special, sturdy Japanese blades made of stainless steel
• Easy to clean thanks to fold-out bars
• Locking mechanism
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Tomato- and Apple Slicer 
POMO
POMO – with automatic cutting guide. This is the only slicer which 
can cut tomatoes into 12 juicy and sizeable chunks.

• Base with automatic cutting guide
•  The uniquely ridged stainless steel blades and the shape of the 

knives make cutting almost effortless
• The juice is collected in the cutting base
•  Not only suitable for tomatoes, but also for apples, pears and 

even pineapples - so ideal for fruit 
cakes, fruit salads or desserts

• Stainless steel / plastic

Garlic Cutter GARLICO
For fresher and better garlic aroma! According to the 
motto, don’t crush it – cut it, the clove of garlic is not 
crushed. Instead it is cut into rods or cubes. Tastes better, 
spreads easier and doesn’t leave fi bres. It’s extremely stable 
and has a great surface feel, suitable even for large cloves. Easy 
mechanism and an ergonomic handle. The removable cutting tool 
and grill guarantee easy cleaning. The mix of stainless steel and 
high-quality plastic is dishwasher-safe.

With safety device!
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13580

13560

Mango Cutter
Splitting mangos is easy now. This delicious sweet and juicy fruit 
can now be cored effortlessly with the mango splitter. With a light 
pressing motion the core is removed and the mango is cut into 
two halves. The mango splitter makes a clean cut through the fruit 
and leaves hardly any fruitfl esh clinging to the seed. The soft grips 
are gentle on the hands.

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Apple Peeler 3 in 1
The apple peeler gets things moving in every kitchen. As many 
apples as you like can be peeled, pitted and cut into spirals in no 
time at all. Its suction base holds on to any smooth surface. Just 
attach the apple, turn the crank to the stop, and the pitted and 
peeled apple spirals are ready to be eaten.

• 3 in 1 for peeling, cutting, coring
• Strong hold due to suction cup
•  Apples or potatoes can be peeled and 

cut at the same time
• Easy handling
• Material: aluminum, stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

cutting · peeling · chopping
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12650

12640

12660

12670

 

 

 

 

All-purpose Shears
Stainless steel blades with ergonomic plastic handles, with a bottle 
cap opener. For screw-on lids up to 30 mm diameter.
Dishwasher-safe.

TALIA household scissors
With their ergonomic handles and extra sharp blades  
the TALIA household scissors cut whatever needs cutting  
in the household, whether for cooking or for hobby work.

• Ideal for use in household and kitchen
• Suited for right- and left-handers
• Stainless steel blades with soft touch handles

Multi-functional scissors
GEFU’s Multi-functional scissors are a credit to their name: They 
are really fit for a multitude of functions. Cutting paper or meat, 
cracking nuts or opening tins, crown corks or pull-ring cans – the 
scope of application is infinite. When disassembled, the scissors 
are even suited for cutting vegetables and scaling fish. An all-roun-
der which should not be missing in any kitchen.

• For cutting paper
• For cutting meat
• For cracking nuts
• For opening tins, crown corks, pull-ring cans
• When disassembled, cuts vegetables
• When disassembled, scales fish
• Handle fits well in the hand
• Stainless steel / plastic / Santoprene
• Dishwasher-safe

Herb Scissors
For a gentle and quick way of cutting herbs.

• 5 pairs of blades
• Aroma-preserving method of cutting herbs
• Incl. cleaning comb
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

NEW
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12600

12610
exclusive

14680
exclusive

»La Linea«

 

 

Poultry Shears
Ideal for all types of poultry – with latch. Stainless steel, 
dishwasher-safe.

Spring-loaded poultry Shears
Professional quality. The poultry shears effortlessly and 
cleanly cut the meat. With a stylish design and sharp 
cutting teeth, the shears are also easy to clean. Can 
also be locked together for safe storage.
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

Universal Cutter RAFFINATO
What can you use to quickly cut fresh herbs, ham, 
lunch meats, cheese  etc. into strips? 
Use our Universal cutter! Stylish, effi cient and easy to clean. 
Simply rinse under running water.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

cutting · peeling · chopping
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13830

13800

13810

13820

12750

 

 

 

Ceramic Knife
Cutting is fun with this knife, for the ceramic blade slips effortlessly 
even through delicate material. Fruit and vegetables can be cut 
paper-thin without squeezing. The ceramic knife does not take 
on any odours, is extremely hygienic and retains its quality even if 
cleaned in the dishwasher.
• For cutting fruit and vegetables • Suited for right- and left-han-
ders • Neutral in respect of taste and odours • Anti-allergic and 
hygienic • No oxidation in contact with acidic food • Ceramic / 
plastic • Dishwasher-safe

Peeling knife
The peeling knife is perfect for peeling potatoes and fruit. Bottom 
side with rubber for a safe hold. Length of blade: 8 cm. HRC 50 - 
52. Japanese steel blade 420J2 / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

Vegetable knife
Thanks to its short flexible blade the vegetable knife is especi-
ally easy and versatile to use. The perfect tool for preparing and 
cutting food such as vegetables and salads. Ergonomic plastic 
handle. Bottom side with rubber for a safe hold. Length of blade: 
8,5 cm. HRC 50. Japanese,steel blade 420J2 / plastic, dishwas-
her-safe.

All purpose knife
This multi-use knife is perfect for cutting, such as bread or tomat-
oes. Ergonomic plastic handle. Bottom side with rubber for a safe 
hold. Length of blade: 11 cm. HRC 50 - 52.
Japanese steel blade 420J2 / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

Cutting Mats, 4 pieces
The individual chopping mats – black for meat - dark grey for fruit 
and vegetables - light grey for poultry - white for fish – help to 
make kitchen work more hygienic by keeping foodstuffs apart. The 
mats are marked with suitable symbols. Flexible material for quick 
transportation of the chopped food from the work surface into 
the pot or onto the plate, nonskid back for safe working. Knives 
remain sharp.

• Marked with suitable symbols
• Flexible material for quick transportation of the chopped food
• Nonskid back
• Save knives from getting blunt
• Size 30 cm x 38 cm
• Material PP / EVA
• Dishwasher-safe

 Meat
 Vegetables & Fruits
 Poultry
 Fish
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Asparagus / Vegetable Peeler
Its special and ergonomic shape and curved blade made of 
high-quality Japanese steel make peeling asparagus and baby 
carrots very easy. The 1-fi nger grip allows the peeler to be held 
securely. Stainless steel / nylon, dishwasher-safe. 

12565 – Sales enforcing displays.  Contains 18 units.

Universal Peeler
The traditional peeler is made from high quality stainless steel and 
is a vital part of every kitchen. Dishwasher-safe.

Universal Peeler
This peeler for right-handed and left-handed use is ideal for 
peeling vegetables such as carrots, cucumbers and potatoes. 
Japanese steel blade. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Ceramic Peeler CERAMO
This ceramic peeler is equally well suited for peeling fruit and ve-
getables. The perma-sharp blade is not only absolutely fl avourless 
and odourless but also anti-allergic and hygienic. Even with acidic 
fruit there will be no oxidation. Peeled fruit will look fresh longer. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

13635 – Sales enforcing displays.  Contains 12 units.

Ceramic Peeler
This ceramic peeler is well suited for peeling either fruits or 
vegetables. Anti-allergic and hygienic. No oxidation, even 
with acidic fruit.
Ceramic / plastic. Dishwasher-safe.

cutting · peeling · chopping
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Vegetables and Cheese Peeler 
VERDURA
Japanese peeler with a high quality steel blade to  
efficiently peel soft cheese, cabbage and  
green onions.

• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• For left and right handed users
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Tomato / Pepper / Kiwi Peeler  
POMODORO
Japanese peeler with a high quality steel blade for tomatoes, 
peppers and kiwi. It has a smaller spoiler and the peeler, so that 
nothing sticks.
• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• For left and right handed users
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Universal Peeler UNIVERSALE
Japanese peeler with a high quality steel blade for  
peeling asparagus, fruit and vegetables.

• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Julienne Cutter STRISCIA
Japanese cutter with a high quality steel blade to  
effectively cut strips of carrots, cucumbers and radishes.

• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• For left and right handed users
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Asparagus / Carrot Peeler  
FILIGRANO
The sharp special blades made of Japanese steel cut relentlessly 
and yet entirely safely and are comfortable to hold. 
• Peels vegetables, such as e.g. asparagus or carrots effectively
• Ergonomic handle
• Suitable for right and left-handed people
• Special Japanese blade
• Stainless steel / ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Ergonomical and shapely : Our „La Linea“ products

For more information about »La Linea« see page 18. 

Special ridged,  
Japanese steel blade

Special ridged,  
Japanese steel blade

Special ridged,  
Japanese steel blade

With ingenious scraper and eyer on both  
sides for right-handed and left-handed use
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Tomato Corer PICCO
Reliably removes the fi brous core from tomatoes or 
the hull from strawberries. The sharpened serrated rim 
and the ergonomic grip ensure easy handling. 
It is also perfectly suited to shape fruits.

Baller BOCELI
The baller is perfectly suited to shape fruit, vegetables 
and butter.
The sharp-thoothed rim even cuts into harder food-
stuffs. The ergonomic handle makes it comfortable to 
hold.

• Ø 30 mm
• Stainless steel / plastic
• dishwasher-safe

Zester CERTO
With its stainless steel blades, the zester cuts thin 
strips from the skin of oranges, lemons and limes. 
A chiselling blade for deeper cuts is integrated. 
The ergonomic handle makes it comfortable to hold.

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Orange Peeler MELANSINA 
No trouble with peeling! Just dig into the skin of an 
orange, for example, and remove it with the orange 
peeler. The ergonomic handle makes it comfortable 
to hold.

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

cutting · peeling · chopping
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12370

12350

13750

13760

Egg Slicer DUO
Dual purpose, modern egg slicer. Gives equal egg slices or 
wedges. Hygienic and easy to clean.

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

NEW

French-fries and  
Vegetable Cutter
Comes with strong vacuum suction grips for safety. A sharp steel 
chopping grid provides 36 squares, each 12 x 12 mm. Removable 
ejector and blades. Stainless steel,  
dishwasher-safe.

Rods Cutter Insert 13750
This replaceable blade insert cuts potatoes and  
vegetables such as carrots and  
cucumbers into 64 thin sticks  
(9 x 9 mm). Stainless steel.  
Dishwasher-safe.

TOSCANA mozzarella slicer
Cutting mozzarella, boiled potatoes or hard-boiled  
eggs easily and evenly is no problem for the TOSCANA mozzarella 
slicer. Its stainless steel wires glide effortlessly through the material 
to be cut. The plastic base is shaped so you can cut all the way 
through. 

For perfect cutting into even slices.
•  Also for hard-boiled eggs and  

boiled potatoes
• ABS plastic, stainless steel wires
• Dishwasher-safe 
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Vegetable and Herb Chopper
Solid quality design. Extra sharp blades for fi ne cutting with side 
scrapers and a slip resistant base, the container also has a lid for 
storage.

• Plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Vegetable and Herb Chopper
Solid quality design. Extra sharp blades for fi ne cutting with side 
scrapers and a slip resistant base, the container also has a lid for 
storage.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Cube Slicer CUBICO
The world’s fastest mechanical onion and cube slicer   
for tear-free cutting of onions and vegetables. 
The catch plate has a practical lid that can also be 
used separately. 
Precise cutting, no chopping or squeezing, all metal 
parts are stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

Measurements: L/W 110, H 220,  Ø 115 mm

cutting · peeling · chopping
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Apple Corer KERN-OTTO
This ergonomic apple corer makes it extremely easy to get quickly 
rid of troublesome core of apples, pears etc. It is simple to use 
due to its ergonomic shape and the jagged edge. Stainless steel, 
dishwasher- safe.

DROPIO cherry pitter
Makes cherry pitting an easy job: using the DROPIO  
cherry stoner you can pit small quantities of cherries for  
delicious tarts or sweet treats in no time at all. Just put  
the cherry into the holder, press, and done! For decoration cherries 
with stalks, place the stalk into the lateral slit. DROPIO will also 
easily remove the pits from marinated olives. To store away, just lock 
the handle.

• Handy tool for pitting cherries and marinated olives
• Lockable for safe storage
• Serrated shaft
•  18/10 stainless steel,  

ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: 
L 150, W 25, H 65 mm

DROPIO plum pitter
Makes pitting plums an easy job: using DROPIO you  
can stone small quantities of plums for delicious tarts,  
compote or other sweet treats in no time at all. Just  
put the plum in the holder upright, press, and done!  
And to store it away just lock the handle.

• Handy tool for pitting plums
• Lockable for safe storage
• Serrated blade
• 18/10 stainless steel, ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: 
L 185, W 25, H 55 mm

NEW

NEW
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Universal Cheese Grater  
PARMIGIANO LASER CUT

Spice Mill
AROMATICO

grating
slicing

grinding

Just rasping or

the art of grating?
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Rotary Grater 
PECORINO LASER CUT
Thanks to its two interchangeable drums, the rotary 
grater is suited for making shavings and fi ne crumbs. 
Just put hard cheese, nuts or chocolate into the inlet 
funnel, turn the handle – and done! The sophisticated 
engineering of the rotary grater allows the almost 
complete utilization of the material you want to grate 
while keeping your hands safely away from it and gu-
aranteeing odour-free and clean working. 
The drums can be interchanged easily.

• 2 interchangeable grater drums (fi ne and coarse)
• For grating cheese / nuts / garlic / chocolate etc.
• Closable storage compartment
• Grating directly into the storage compartment possible
• Odour-free  working
• Food is grated completely, without waste
• Easy interchanging of drums
• Dismountable for easy cleaning
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

Universal Cheese Grater 
PARMIGIANO LASER CUT
Multifunctional cheese grater with two interchangeable 
discs, makes shavings or fi ne crumbs from hard cheese, 
chocolate or nuts in no time at all.

• For grating hard cheese / chocolate / nuts etc.
• 2 interchangeable grating discs for shavings and fi ne crumbs
• Easy interchanging of grating discs
• One grating disc can be stored in the lid
• Food to be cut stored air-tight in the lid
• Material is grated completely
• Comes with a wiper
• Comes with fl avor-lock lid / collecting tray
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

grating discs
for shavings fi ne crumbs
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Nutmeg Mill 
MOSCATA LASER CUT
Equipped with a Laser Cut grater mechanism, the 
mill grinds nutmegs and  hazelnuts  completely.

•  Integrated storage compartment for up to 
4 nutmegs

• Comes with fl avor-lock cap
•  Lock-in function (marked Open - Close) 

for safe fi lling with up to 1 nutmeg
• Flavor-lock lid prevents mess at the table
• Handle folded out for easy operation
•  Handle can be folded back for space-saving 

storage
• Stainless steel / plastic

Spice Mill AROMATICO
This cleverly designed GEFU spice mill is not only 
elegant but, more importantly, has a great range of 
functions. Filling is as simple as can be: turn the 
handle upright, remove the rubber lid and fi t the bag 
of spices onto it. It’s easy to fi ll or refi ll with the spices 
you want. The window gives you a good view of your 
spices, but the mill also comes with fi ve spice labels (chilli, salt, 
pepper, caraway, fennel) and a blank one to label yourself. Adjust 
the fi neness of your spices using the adjustable ceramic grinding 
device. The supplied cap stops the spices trickling out onto your 
table or worktop.

• Practical fl ip-up handle makes it easy to fi ll
• Window shows if it needs refi lling
• Screw-on cap for a clean table
• Adjustable ceramic grinding device
•  Includes 6 labels (chilli, salt, pepper, caraway, fennel, blank)

Salt and pepper mill, 
2-piece set 
Filled with pepper or salt, the mills make sure your dishes are sea-
soned to perfection. The adjustable ceramic grinder is excellent at 
grinding every grain to the same size.

• Two mills in a set
•  Ceramic grinder adjustable by 

turning knob at the  top
• Height: 18 cm, Ø 5 cm
• 18/10 stainless steel, acrylic

Without fi lling

NEW

grating · slicing · grinding
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The La Linea line of long and narrow graters brings greater 

efficiency into the kitchen. They are extremely sharp and  

produce optimal grating results. Food  is cut and not ripped 

by the small, very sharp teeth so that the flavours are not lost. 

Due to the high level of sharpness, there is hardly any liquid 

residue on the cutting edge and everything remains smooth.

This sharpness is guaranteed by a special LASER CUT 

process. The various graters can be used for a wide range of 

applications in the kitchen. Further advantages of the graters 

include the curved top plating and the antislip foot which 

ensures stability when grating.

Universal Grater MULTICO
The universal grater has two different grating blades which can be 
used to finely or coarsely grate various spices, types of vegetables 
and other solid food.

The fine grating blades are particularly suited to citrus fruits, 
parmesan, nutmeg, garlic etc. The coarse grating blades are suita-
ble for solid cheeses, carrots, potatoes and chocolate etc.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Crown fine Grater CORONA
Ideal for parmesan, lemon and orange peel as well
as fine vegetable pulp. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
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Remnant Holder / 
Fingerguard RESTO
GEFU knows that fi ne details are important. The remnant holder 
”Resto” has a storage container and is a cinch to use with every 
grater in the La Linea sterie. Dishwasher-safe.

Flaker FIOCCHI
This grater with it‘s longer and thinner holes, ensures 
great results every time and is perfect for parmesan, 
garlic, leafy vegetables and chocolate etc.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Coarse Shredder GREZZO
For grating vegetables and cheese.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Fine Grater FINO
For raw vegetables, parmesan and chocolate. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

grating · slicing · grinding
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Four-way grater LASER CUT
Sharp cutting! Laser-cut technology assures  
razor-sharp cutting edges and perfect grating results  
for a long time. Thanks to its four different grating patterns it can 
handle all vegetables as well as cheese, chocolate ginger and 
nutmeg.

•  4 grating surfaces: 
o fine grater for chocolate 
o grater for vegetables/soft cheese 
o grater for raw vegetables / hard cheese 
o slicer

• anti-slip base
• collecting container
• stable and high-quality stainless steel handle
• stainless steel/plastic
• dishwasher-safe

Four-way Grater
Dual-sided blades for perfect cutting in both directions. Comforta-
ble grip. Can be used for fine, coarse and potato grating. Stainless 
steel, dishwasher-safe.

Rotary Grater LASER CUT
Three exchangeable drums make the Rotary Grater  
LASER CUT fit for a variety of uses. Hard cheese, vegetables, nuts 
or chocolate can be cut into fine or coarse flakes thanks to the 
extra-sharp blades in the drums. 
• Supplied with 3 grating drums • Slicer e.g. for cucumbers, carrots 
and potatoes ,• Coarse grater e.g. for cheese, carrots etc. • Fine 
grater e.g. for chocolate, Parmesan • LASER CUT drums • Crank 
easily adapted for use by right- or left-handers • Can be taken apart 
for easy cleaning • Stainless steel / plastic • Dishwasher-safe

Four-way Grater Raspini
The practical Quadro grater with a crown, a vegetable and a raw 
food grater. Slip resistant feet for a safe use and a large collecting 
bowl made from ABS plastic. Dual sided slicer for quick working.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
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Serrated Grater
With serrated crowns for fi ner and faster grating.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Lemon and Spice Grater 
DAS ORIGINAL
For lemon and orange peels. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Nutmeg Grater
With a removable nutmeg storage compartment.
Made from stainless steel with plastic holder. Dishwasher-safe.

Potato Grater DAS ORIGINAL
One piece stainless steel grater.
Ideal for preparing hash browns and fruit.

RUSTICA wire potato grater

The delicious German potato pancakes go by lots of regional 
names, but there is only one proper utensil for their preparation: 
the RUSTICA wire potato grater ensures that the fi ne batter comes 
out perfect in no time at all.

• Ideal for preparing the batter  for potato pancakes
• 1-mm-thin wire for fi ne potato batter
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: 
W 115, L 320, H 6 mm

grating · slicing · grinding

NEW
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Cucumber Slicer 
DAS ORIGINAL
One piece stainless steel slicer. Design to create five slices with 
each grating action. Ideal for cucumbers and potatoes.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Universal Grater and Slicer  
DAS ORIGINAL
One piece stainless steel grater. Ideal for fruit, vegetables and 
spices. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Vegetable Slicer 
DAS ORIGINAL
One piece stainless steel slicer. Ideal for vegetables and salads. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Raw Vegetable Grater 
DAS ORIGINAL
One piece stainless steel grater. Ideal for preparing carrots. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Ginger Grater
Japanese ceramic grater, with very hard and sharp teeth for an 
ideal grating result. Herbs and vegetables like ginger, nutmeg, 
garlic, apples, carrots or radish turn into a paste-like mush. Does 
not slip because of silicone edges. Dishwasher-safe.
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Fruit and vegetable grater 
FRUTTARE
The fruit and vegetable grater for healthy food. Ceramic grater with 
extremely hard, sharp teeth for fantastic results. Turns not just ap-
ples, carrots and radishes to a soft mash but even ginger, nutmeg 
and garlic. Dishwasher-safe.

•  ceramic grater with extremely hard, sharp teeth for fantastic 
results 

•  turns not just apples, carrots and radishes to a soft mash
but even ginger, nutmeg and garlic

• ceramic
• dishwasher safe

Universal Mill Grater, plastic
With four different stainless steel drums for fi ne grating, coarse 
grating, slicing and chipping. With suction cups and screw clamps 
for safety.

• With suction cup and extra high screw clamp
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Almond Mill
Almond and parmesan mill with suction cup and screw-clamp. 
For fi nely grinding almonds, nuts, chocolate, hard cheese, etc. 
Cutting drum made of rust-free stainless steel.

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

grating · slicing · grinding

A) vegetable 
and fruit grater 

B) for cutting 
of fruits and 
vegetables

C) fi ne grater 
for almonds, 
nuts, chocolate 
and parmesan

D) for cutting of 
fruit and vegeta-
ble into shreds
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Steam Insert VITALASieve Ladle

Just sieving or

the art of straining?

straining
sieving
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Strainer Disc for Food Mill 
FLOTTE LOTTE (24200)
Strainer disc 8.0 mm. For short spaetzle and other coarsely 
strained food. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Strainer Disc for Food Mill 
FLOTTE LOTTE (24200)
Strainer disc 1.0 mm. For jellies, sauces, fruit and vegetable puree 
as well as baby food. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE, 
2 exch. discs
Indispensable for all kinds of preparation. With 2 interchangeable 
discs (2.0 and 3.0 mm) and a scraper. The 2 mm-disc allows the 
preparation of even fi brous‚ items like leek.

• 2 l volume
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: L 390, H 185,  Ø 200 mm

 

2 mm-grating disc
3 mm-strainer disc

straining · sieving
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Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE,  
plastic handle

The powerful mechanics and effective scraper on the outer sides of 
the bottom provide for the preparation of every last bit. Practical, fast 
and versatile. 1.5 l. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

• 1,5 l volume
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe With effective scraper.

Measurements:  
L 355, H 185,  Ø 200 mm

Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE
A robust and indispensable strainer! With double blade, scraper 
and a large and secure holder. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

• 1,75 l volume
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe With effective scraper.

Measurements:  
L 375, H 170,  Ø 200 mm

Strainer Press Original  
FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN
Dual purpose sieve with a fine mesh. Can also be used for straining fruit
and vegetables when using the stirring unit. Stainless steel. Dishwas-
her-safe.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
 
Measurements:   
L 380, H 160,  Ø 200 mm
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Colander, collapsible  
Lettuce, vegetables, rice or pasta – with the holes at the bot-
tom and sides, the colander is perfect to strain any liquid. This 
high-quality colander is a true space saver: it can be folded to a 
height of no more than 2.5 cm to store it in the cupboard. 24 Ø. 
Silicon / stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Draining Sieve RESISTI 
Stylish and practical. The innovative design is guaranteed to keep 
the food in the sieve. Can also sit on top of pots or bowls.
Stainless steel with plastic handles. Dishwasher-safe.
 

Sieve Ladle
Pasta al dente, crisp vegetables and perfect gnocchi. 
Everything can be easily taken out of cooking pots or pans just at 
the right time because of the great dip volume and the flat front 
section.

• Plastic
• Dishwasher-safe
 

Strainer
With the holes in its bottom and sides, the strainer is  
ideal for straining any liquids from salads, vegetables,  
rice or pasta, and its three feet guarantee its stability

• With holes in the bottom and sides for optimal draining e.g. of sa-
lads or pasta • Comfortable handles for safe carrying • 3 feet for safe 
stand in rinsing bowl or pot • Ø 22 cm, height: 12 cm
• Stainless steel • Dishwasher-safe

Steam Insert VITALA
For a healthy, vitamin-containing and gentle preparation of your 
food. The collapsible steam insert is a must for cooking with fresh 
vegetables. Not only the flavor enhanced, but nutrients are not 
lost as they would be by boiling. Steaming is a method of food 
preparation where fish, meat or vegetables are cooked in a small 
quantity of liquid, such as wine, broth or stock, or just in water. As 
this is an extremely low-fat mode of preparation it is particularly 
suitable for dietary food.
• Collapsible steam insert for pots from a diameter of 18 - 26 cm
•  Collapsible feet with silicone coated feet, keep it separated from 

the bottom of the pan and prevent the surface from getting 
scratched

•  Telescopic handle to keep a safe  
distance from the hot bowl and  
space-saving storage

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

straining · sieving

NEW
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Tea Sieve, 75 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh,  
iameter: 75 mm. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

Sieve, 120 mm
Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh,  
diameter: 120 mm.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Sieve, 160 mm
Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh,  
diameter: 160 mm.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Sieve, 190 mm
Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh,  
diameter: 190 mm. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Sieve, 230 mm
Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh,  
diameter: 230 mm.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
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Sieve, 70 mm
With a stainless steel finish and plastic grip. Diameter: 70 mm.

Sieve, 140 mm
With a stainless steel finish and plastic grip. Diameter: 140 mm.

Sieve, 200 mm
With a stainless steel finish and plastic grip. Diameter: 200 mm.

Sieve plastic / stainless steel,  
70 mm
Robust quality in stainless steel / plastic.  
Diameter: 70 mm.  
Dishwasher-safe.

Sieve plastic / stainless steel,  
120 mm
Robust quality in stainless steel / plastic. 
Diameter: 120 mm. 
Dishwasher-safe.

Sieve plastic / stainless steel,  
180 mm
Robust quality in stainless steel / plastic.  
Diameter: 180 mm.  
Dishwasher-safe.

straining · sieving
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moulding
pressing

to shape artfully
To bring

Potato and Spaetzle Press 
TRI STAR
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moulding · pressing

including extra 
high screw clamp

Pasta Machine 
PASTA PERFETTA NERO
The PASTA PERFETTA NERO serves to make original home-made 
pasta to perfection. Using this pasta maker, you can make three 
different kinds of pasta effortlessly: Taglioni, tagliatelle and lasagna. 
With its chic retro design it fi ts perfectly into trendy kitchens.

• Expert-like production of original home-made pasta
• Three different kinds: taglioni, tagliatelle and lasagne
• Non-slip base
• Extra high table clamp (worktops up to 70 mm)
•  The aluminium rollers with their high-grade non-stick surface 

fi nish produce even healthier and purer-tasting dough sheets
•  Material: Chromium-plated steel (anti-corrosive high-gloss var-

nish) / high-grade stainless steel

Pasta Machine 
PASTA PERFETTA BRILLANTE
The Pasta Machine BRILLANTE is the must-have for all who love 
to make their own pasta. Combining a well-thought-out design 
and perfect shape, the pasta machine is not just practical but a 
real eye-catcher. Thanks to the non-stick rollers, dough sticking to 
the rollers is a thing of the past.
• Expert-like production of original home-made pasta
• Three different types: taglioni, tagliatelle and lasagne
• Non-slip base
• Extra-high table clamp (for worktops up to 70 mm)
•  The aluminium rollers with their high-quality 

non-stick surface fi nish produce 
even healthier and purer-tasting 
dough sheets

•  Material: Chromium-plated steel / 
high-grade stainless steel
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         28300

Component for Pastamachine 
28230, 28240
For ravioli. So simple to use, simply turn the handle!
For a dough with of 110 mm. Comes with a dough edge cutter.

Motor Pastamachine
All GEFU pasta machines can be equipped easily with the pasta 
motor thanks to its simple mounting facility. The motor can be 
used both for the smooth-, thick roller (for making flat dough 
layers) and also for the attachments.

Pasta Dryer
Six drying arms. Arms are detachable for direct removal of the  
pasta from the pasta machine. Can be taken apart for  
space-saving storage. ABS plastic, dishwasher-proof.

Measurements: H 315,  Ø 270 mm

Pastamachine
Pasta Perfetta de luxe
First class quality in a retro design – ideal for making six types of 
pasta; lasagna, tagliatelle, taglionlini, lasagne ricce, spaghetti and 
ravioli. So easy to use, simply turn the handle! With a  
slip resistant base and screw clamp for stability.

Component for Pastamachine  
28230, 28240
For two different types of pasta; lasagne ricce and spaghetti,  
with a dough width of 145 mm.
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Ravioli / Pasta-case Mould, 
foldable - square
Practical mould for making fresh ravioli or pasta cases. 
It’s simple. Use the bottom of the mould to cut the pastry, 
place the cut pastry into the inside of the mould and then fi ll it. 
Brush the edges with egg yolk, fold together and you’re done. 
Then take it out and cook as usual.
• For preparing fresh ravioli or pasta-cases • 8 x 8 cm
• Bottom of the mould serves for cutting the dough
• Ergonomic handles • Stainless steel / plastic • Dishwasher-safe

Ravioli / Pasta-Case Mould, 
3-piece Set
Practical set for making fresh ravioli or pasta cases in three 
different sizes, D: 12,5 / 9,5 / 6 cm. Use the bottom of the mould 
to cut the pastry, place the cut pastry into the inside of the mould 
and then fi ll it. Brush the edges with egg yolk, fold together, done! 
High-quality plastic, dishwasher-safe.

Ravioli / Pasta-Case maker 
3-piece set - square
To prepare larger quantities of Ravioli or pasta-case simply place 
a sheet of dough onto the fl our-sprinkled ravioli maker and press 
down using the plastic mould. Put any fi lling you want into the 
cups, brush the edges with egg yolk and cover with another sheet 
of dough. Run the rolling pin across the dough with light pressure, 
then overturn the maker and the twelve 
dough pockets will come off easily.

•  For preparing square pasta-cases 
(12 pieces)

•  3-piece set
- Ravioli / pasta-case board
- plastic insert for shaping hollows
- wooden rolling pin

•  Aluminium / plastic / wood, can only 
be cleaned by hand.

Measurements: 
W 300, L 105, H 28 mm

Ravioli / Pasta-case Mould, 
foldable - square
Practical mould for making fresh ravioli or pasta cases. It’s simple. 
Use the bottom of the mould to cut the pastry, place the cut 
pastry into the inside of the mould and then fi ll it. Brush the edges 
with egg yolk, fold together and you’re done. Then take it out and 
cook as usual.

• For preparing fresh ravioli or pasta-cases
• 8 x 8 cm
• Bottom of the mould serves for cutting the dough
• Ergonomic handles
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

moulding · pressing
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Crêpes / Pancake Shaker
For crêpes, pancake & spaetzle

Making dough for spaetzle, pasta, or batter for  
pancakes is easier than ever thanks to the marking  
on the shaker and to the scaling for the layers of  
ingredients in the transparent plastic container. 
The unique “Twister” insert mixes the ingredients perfectly, while a 
parallel 5-nozzle tank stops them from sticking together and the 
non-slip Santoprene™ inlays guarantee safe operation.

• Recipe for spaetzle (egg noodles) and pancakes on the shaker
• Innovative mixing insert “Twister” for highly efficient batter mixing
• Parallel 5-jet system to prevent sticking
• Residue-free batter processing
•  Ergonomic design and Santopren grip inlays for safe handling 

during mixing
• Secure closing lid
•  Flexible PE container for easy work with  

very little pressure
•  Transparent PE container allows continual  

monitoring of contents
• PP plastic / ABS / stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: H 240,  Ø 70 mm

Spaetzle Spoon and Scraper
Make spaetzle right over the pot, just like grandma  
used to do - just easier, using the spaetzle spoon and scraper 
made of hygienic Nylon material.

• Perfect spaetzle made easily over the pot
• Secure positioning on various pot sizes Ø 18 to 24 cm
• Ergonomic handle with finger guard and soft-grip insert
•  Large flexible batter spatula for pushing entire batter  

through the straining spoon; can be fixed in the  
spoon for storage

•  Heat-resistant nylon-plastic  
up to 210 °C

• Plastic / nylon
• Dishwasher-safe
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Spaetzle Maker for 
short noodles
Spaetzle maker for quick and easy production of original spaetzle. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Spaetzle Maker for 
long noodles
Spaetzle maker for quick and easy production of long spaetzle. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Spaetzle Planer for 
long spaetzle
For making original spaetzle effortlessly and quickly. With dough 
slider made from polished stainless steel. The top plating stops 
the spaetzle planer from slipping and ensures a fi rm hold on the 
top edge.

The new, ergonomic stainless steel handle rests fi rmly in your 
hand. For cleaning the plastic insert can be removed from the 
handle.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Spaetzle Planer for 
short spaetzle
For making original spaetzle effortlessly and quickly. With dough 
slider made from polished stainless steel. The top plating stops the 
spaetzle planer from slipping and ensures a fi rm hold on the top 
edge.

The new, ergonomic stainless steel handle rests fi rmly in your 
hand. For cleaning the plastic insert can be removed from the 
handle.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

moulding · pressing
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Blanching Spoon with 
wire handle
The spiral-form spoon is ideal for skimming, straining and 
removing spaetzle and potato dumplings, gnocchi and fi lled pasta. 
Light and very stable. Stainless steel.

Blanching Spoon, stainless
The spiral-form spoon is ideal for skimming, straining and remo-
ving spaetzle and potato dumplings, gnocchi and fi lled pasta. 
Professional quality. Stainless steel.

Spaetzle Board
Practical wooden board from solid beech for preparing spaetzle.

Spaetzle Scraper
Stainless steel scraper for making hand made spaetzle. 
Complements the 10990 Spaetzle Board.

Spaetzle Maker ERGO
Stylish design and easy to use. Will not obstruct the view of the 
spaetzle. Suitable for pots of 24-28cm. Hands are protected by 
insulated grips. Made from stainless steel. Comes with a plastic 
scraper.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
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Potato Press
Robust design. With side performations for faster and easier 
pressing. Simply remove the secure joiner pin to clean. 
Zinc coated.

Potato and Spaetzle Press 
TRI STAR
A trio for the versatile kitchen: 3 interchangeable 
discs for mashing potatoes, vegetables and fruit, 
for spaghetti ice cream and for long, „hand-formed“ 
spaetzle.  Professional  quality.
With 3.0 mm perforation for long spaetzle and spaghetti ice 
cream. With 2.5 mm perforation for mashing potatoes, vegetables 
and fruit. With various perforations for “hand-made”  spaetzle.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Potato Press – DAS ORIGINAL
Robust and high quality. Simple to use and easy 
to clean; just remove the pin. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Potato Press and Fruit Juicer

Shapely stainless steel potato and juice press of high quality 
workmanship with robust mechanics. Ideal for potatoes, 
vegetables and fruit. Dishwasher-safe.

moulding · pressing
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Potato / Spaetzle Press 
SPAETZLEBOUB
Ergonomic form for optimal handling. Can handle large volumes, 
can be taken apart for easy cleaning. Also ideal for pressing fruit 
juice, mashed potatoes, spaghetti ice cream, etc. Aluminum press 
is coated.

Straining Cloth
For pressing berries and other fruits, for preparing cheese and 
dumplings, pure cotton, 75 x 62 cm.

Potato and Spaetzle Press
Robust design with three different stainless steel discs 
for versatility.

Potato Press Bags
For making dumplings, pure cotton, 37 x 30 cm

Potato / Spaetzle Press 
SPAETZLEBOUB
With a special sieve pattern for ‚homemade‘ spaetzle. 
Can also be used to press fruits, mashed potatoes, 
ice cream etc. Can hold large volumes and is easily 
taken apart for easy cleaning. Aluminum coated.
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Kitchen Brush BECKYMulti Mixing Cup, 300 ml

Just cookies or

the art of baking?
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Dough Spatula DOLCE
Practical scraping tool: adjusts to the shape of the  
bowl, does not scratch the pan, can be used for spreading icing, 
for example. With its long handle, it is perfectly suited for deep 
pots. Dishwasher-safe.

Pizza / Cake cutting Wheel  
PEZZETTO
Can be used for cutting through dough, cakes, hash browns and 
pancakes. Suitable for left and right handed users.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

EXACT rolling pin
Rolling pin for adjustable dough thickness 

The rolling pin rolls the dough precisely to any desired  
thickness between 0 and 8 mm, quickly and cleanly, without 
sticking, Indispensable for dough making. Turn the rolling pin until 
the desired number of millimeters shows at the top and then roll 
the dough out. In this way you will automatically arrive at the desi-
red dough thickness. This ensures that each of your pastries  
is baked evenly.

• Precise dough thickness thanks to height marks on the wheels
• ilag non-stick coating
• Adjustable from 0 to 8 mm
• Maximum width of dough: 250 mm
• Stainless steel, plastic, ilag

Pastry Roller PIATTO
Roll out dough edges in the baking pan without  
testing your patience: The roller is easy to clean and therefo-
re very hygienic. Whether pizza, strudel or yeast dough – the 
dough won’t stick on the roller.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Ergonomical and shapely : Our „La Linea“ products

For more information about »La Linea« see page 18. 

Adjust required mm, hold tight 
the handles and roll

Rolls out different doughs evenly (2 - 8 mm).

= No longer burnt 
cookies due to a 
constant dough 
thickness !2 mm dough thickness 4 mm dough thickness 8 mm dough thickness

NEW
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Kitchen and Baking Brush 
ANGELINO
The perfect brush: noble design, ergonomic. Ideal for baking and 
all tasks where precision is a must. Doesn’t leave bristles, won’t 
stick, and is hygienic and easy to clean. Dishwasher-safe.

Egg yolk Seperator
Easily separates egg whites and yolks. Stainless steel, 
dishwasher-safe.

Cake Ring XXL with 
adjustable grips
Practical and adjustable from 16.5 to 32 cm. For tortes or salads. 
Can be completely opened for cleaning.

• Height 10 cm
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Cake Ring
Cake ring with grips for easy adjustment from 16.5 to 32 cm. Easy 
to clean. Height 8.5 cm.
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

Baking Frame UNO
Particularly suitable for cakes and pizzas with deep, generous top-
pings! Frame height 8.5 cm. Adjustable from 20 x 24cm to 38 x 46 
cm.  Simply place on a baking sheet.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Kitchen brush BECKY
One brush for all purposes: The Kitchen brush is‚
perfectly suited for glazing cakes, and cookies and also for mari-
nating meat without infl uencing taste. For glazing and marinating 
•  Nylon bristles: hygienic and without infl uencing taste; Easy to 
clean: even brushwork: Heat-resistant up to 120C Arched handle 
prevents soiling of worktop non-slip catch  
• Brush width: 25mm • Nylong/ABS plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe.
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Measuring Cup, 500 ml
The outside graduation of this useful measuring cup makes it pos-
sible to read even tiny quantities. In addition, it allows the weighing 
of butter through displacement of water.
For measuring:
• Flour • Sugar • Rice / pot barley • Sat • Weighing butter
More Parameters:
• Liters • ccm / ml • Fl. oz • Cups 
• Stainless steel / SAN (transparent plastic) • Dishwasher-safe
Measurements H 165,  Ø 115 mm

Measuring and Mixing Cup,  
1000 ml 
This one does it all. Measuring, mixing, storing – the graduated 
mixer is a true all-rounder in the modern kitchen. It is made of 
high-grade plastic and scaled in ml / l / ccm / fl. oz. with an addi-
tional liter indication inside. The stainless steel base provides high 
stability while the splash-guard lid facilitates the use of an
immersion blender.
Stainless steel base for stability,  
Splash-guard lid for use with  
immersion blender, Sealing lid for  
storage, Measures given in ml / l /  
ccm / fl. oz., Liter marks on the inside.

• Liters
• ccm / ml
• fl. oz
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: H 165,  Ø 115 mm

• Mixing 
•  Whipping cream /egg white
• Separating eggs 
•  Squeezing lemons

Multi Mixing Cup, 300 ml
The Multi Mixing Cup really should not be underesti-
mated, for it is truly versatile. Imprinted with a
detailed scale in a variety of measuring units, does not  
only provide easy measuring but is also perfectly  
suited for mixing and preparing fluids such as marina- 
des, sauces and dressings. Even the maximum filling  
height for whipping cream is marked. One especially practical 
feature is the pouring spout with an extra cap on the lid. But 
that’s not all: The patented insert even allows you to use the multi 
measuring beaker to squeeze lemons and separate egg yolks from 
egg whites.
•  For quick and easy measuring, mixing and  

preparing of marinades, sauces, dressings,  
cream etc.

•  Patented turn-around insert for double use: 
- For squeezing lemons 
- For separating eggs

•  Scale on the beaker: ml, ccm, cups, fl . oz, and  
the maximum filling height for whipping cream

• Lid with pouring spout and extra cap
• Capacity: 300 ml
• SAN, ABS plastic, PE
• Dishwasher-safe
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Cake and Pizza Saver EASY
Excellent quality, ergonomic form, secure handling; for pies, cakes, 
pizza. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Cookie press attachment size 5
For making delicious cookies using a size 5 meat grinder 
or the KitchenAid machine. Just push the desired shape into the 
attachment and begin.
• Suited for size 5 (2.125“) meat grinders
• Also suited for KitchenAid kitchen machines
• 6 different shapes
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Cookie press attachment size 7/8
For making delicious cookies using a size 7/8 meat 
grinder. Just push the desired shape into the attach-
ment and begin.
• Suited for size 7/8 (2.5“) meat grinders
• 6 different shapes
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

You’ll fi nd our 
meat mincer size 
5 and size 7/8 on 
page 79

Pastry Press COOKIE
For unlimited baking fun! Press directly onto a baking sheet. 
Comes with 20 aluminium design templates and 4 plastic 
nozzles.

Measurements: L 220,  Ø 50 mm

measuring · mixing · sharping

 Product recommendation
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Tea-Filter ARMONIA
Prosecco and Wine Opener 
VINOSO

Just pouring or

the art of beverages?
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Permanent Coffee Filter Insert  
ARABICA 
Brewing delicious coffee in a sustainable manner is no problem 
with the Permanent Coffee Filter Insert. Suited for coffee machines 
and hand filters, it ensures delightful freshly brewed coffee with the 
perfect aroma day by day thanks to its micro-filter structure. Multiple 
use is easy: just pull the filter out by the integrated strap, rinse quick-
ly by hand or in the dishwasher, and continue with the next cup.
• Suitable for coffee makers or hand filters e.g. Angelo™ coffee 
filters • Permanent coffee-filter size 4 • Stainless steel / plastic  
• Dishwasher-safe  Measurements: H 110 mm,  Ø 120 mm

SANDRO porcelain coffee filter 
size 2
• Perfect tasting coffee
• For size 2 commercial filter bags 
• Ideal for brewing in cups
• Porcelain
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: h 105,  Ø 110 mm

brewing · decorating · pouring

SANDRO porcelain coffee filter 
size 4
The pure aroma! Freshly brewed, aromatic coffee.
Coffee drinkers know there’s nothing better than a cup of freshly 
brewed coffee.  An ideal aid for perfect tasting coffee is the SAN-
DRO size 4 coffee filter which will always sit firmly on your coffee 
pot thanks to the prolonged outlet. Practical and well thought out, 
it brings the preparation of the ground roast beans to perfection. 

• Perfect tasting coffee
• For size 4 commercial paper filters
•  High-grade porcelain filter  

with prolonged outlet for  
firm seat

• Porcelain
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: h 145,  Ø 130 mm

NEW

NEW

Coffee Filter ANGELO
Pure aroma. Freshly brewed aromatic coffee.

Coffee drinkers know there is nothing like a cup of freshly brewed 
coffee. The ANGELO coffee filter gives coffee its perfect taste. The 
practical, sophisticated stainless steel filter has a plastic insert to 
maintain the water temperature and completes the preparation of 
the ground coffee beans using paper filters sized 4 or smaller.

• For a perfect coffee aroma
• For paper coffee filters in size 4 and smaller
•  High-quality stainless steel with adapter for various  

types of coffeepots
•  PP plastic insert to maintain water  

temperature
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: H 160,  Ø 150 mm
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EMILIO espresso maker,  
stainless steel
6 cups, 300 ml / 0.54 pint  

With GEFU’s espresso maker you can brew delicious, aromatic 
espresso in no time at all. The modern, tall device is made of sta-
inless steel and features a black heat-insulated handle. Just pour 
in water and the ground coffee beans, screw together 
and boil on the stove until the fragrant 
coffee is ready – then simply savour it!

• For brewing fresh espresso
•  Suited for electrical, gas, induction and  

vitro ceramic stoves
• Pouring spout
• Stainless steel, plastic
• Dishwasher-safe
Remark: please see manufacturer’s  
instructions regarding induction cooker

EMILIO espresso maker,  
stainless steel
4 cups, 200 ml / 0.36 pint

description see above

EMILIO espresso maker,  
stainless steel
2 cups, 140 ml / 0.25 pint

description see above

LUCINO espresso maker,  
aluminium
9 cups, 490 ml / 0.88 pint

With GEFU’s espresso maker you can brew delicious, aromatic 
coffee in no time at all. The octagonal espresso pot is made of 
aluminium and equipped with a black heat-insulated handle. Just 
pour in water and the ground coffee beans, screw together and 
boil on the stove until the fragrant coffee is  
ready – then simply savour it!

• For brewing fresh espresso
•  Suited for electrical, gas and vitro  

ceramic stoves
• Pouring spout
• Aluminium, plastic
• Clean under running water
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LUCINO espresso maker,  
aluminium
6 cups, 330 ml / 0.6 pint

description see left page

LUCINO espresso maker,  
aluminium
3 cups, 170 ml / 0.3 pint

description see left page

NEW

NEW

PABLO coffee press
6 cups – 600 ml / 1.08 pints

description see above

PABLO coffee press
3 cups – 350 ml / 0.6 pint

description see above

NEW

PABLO coffee press
9 cups – 1000 ml / 1.76 pints

Combining stainless steel, glass and plastic, the coffee press 
makes a pretty picture on any coffee table and conjures up three 
different quantities of delicious, freshly brewed coffee.
The coffee is made with the usual press system: the boiling hot 
water is poured directly onto the ground coffee.  
Coffee and water are left to brew and the  
coffee grounds are then pressed down  
using the integrated filter. Use the coffee  
press directly as a coffee pot and  
enjoy the highly aromatic coffee. 

•  Ideal for preparing strong, aromatic  
coffee

• Coffee maker and coffee pot in one
• Pouring spout
• Stainless steel, borosilicate glass, plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

brewing · decorating · pouring
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Coffee Measure
Coffee measure – the perfect dosage for each taste!

• Contents: 7g
• Ergonomic grip
• Dishwasher-safe
• Stainless steel / plastic

Milk Frother FINO
Creamy milk froth at the push of a button!
Working at a maximum speed of 12,000 rpm, the battery-powered
appliance makes milk froth to perfection. Comfortable handling 
thanks to soft-touch surface.
• Maximum speed of 12,000 rpm 
• Comfortable handling thanks to soft-touch surface 
• Stainless steel frother whisk 
• ABS casing 
• Battery-powered, 2 x AA battery included

CLAUDIO Frothing jug
small 300 ml / 0.6 pint

same details  as big frothing jug

CLAUDIO Frothing jug
large 600 ml / 1.2 pints

Specialities such as cappuccino, café latte or hot chocolate 
would certainly be half as delicious without a fluffy crema. The 
frothing jug is the perfect vessel for transforming milk, cream etc. 
into that creamy froth. The double floor ensures that it stays at 
the optimal temperature, and the pouring spout makes it easy to 
spread the creamy froth across the cup. 
• For delicious creamy froth
• Pouring spout
• Double floor
•  Suited for electrical, gas, vitro-ceramic and induction stoves 

(depending on the minimum recognizable pot diameter)
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Remark: please see 
manufacturer’s  
instructions regarding 
induction cooker 
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FINA Cocoa shaker
The cocoa shaker decorates foodstuffs such as pastries  
or milk foam evenly. The tall, modern shape is a highlight  
for any kitchen or table. Easy to fill by opening the screw top.
• For  rounding off food and beverages
• Also suited for powdered sugar
• Screw top
• Height: 12.5 cm; Ø 4.8 cm
• Stainless steel, PP plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

FINA Mesh-top shaker
The mesh-top shaker decorates foodstuffs such as  
pastries or milk foam evenly. The tall, modern shape is a highlight 
for any kitchen or table. Easy to fill by opening the screw top. 

• For decorating food and beverages
• Suited e.g. for cocoa and icing sugar
• Screw top
• Height: 12.5 cm; Ø 4.8 cm
• Stainless steel, PP plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

FINA Sugar shaker
Measuring out the sugar perfectly, the modern shaker  
makes every coffee break a moment of pleasure. And it stands out 
for its proven functionality.

• Measures out sugar perfectly
• Screw top
• Height: 12.5 cm; Ø 4.8 cm
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

FINA decorating shaker
The decorating shaker makes the most varied meals  
true eye-catchers. Milk foam, muffins, ice-cream or similar: when 
the base is turned the vane inside spreads the contents evenly to 
make a picture. The other picture discs are stored in the cap while 
not in use and are easy to exchange. 
For decorating your delicious meals
• 3 picture discs; heart, cup, star
• Height 10.5 cm, Ø 7.5 cm
• Stainless steel, plastic

FINA Sweetener dispenser
Measuring out the sweetener perfectly, this modern  
dispenser makes every coffee break a moment of pleasure.  
And it stands out for its proven functionality.

• Measure out sweetener at the push of a button
• Screw top
• Height: 15.5 cm; Ø 4.8 cm
• Stainless steel, plastic

Milk Frother MARCELLO
Creamy milk froth at the push of a button!
Working at a maximum speed of 16,000 rpm, the  
battery-powered appliance makes milk froth to perfection.  
Comfortable handling thanks to soft-touch surface.
• Maximum speed of 16,000 rpm 
• Ergonomic shape 
• Remorable s/s whisk, dishwasher-safe
• Outside s/s optic     
• Battery-powered, 2 x AA battery included

brewing · decorating · pouring
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Tea-Filter ARMONIA
Using the Armonia tea filter, everybody can perform 
their own tea ceremony. Armonia is suitable for cups 
and pots. Even with large volumes, Armonia provides full aroma 
and perfect taste thanks to its micro-filter structure. Lovers of tea 
will especially appreciate the stainless steel lid that protects the 
aroma and serves as a coaster when the tea has brewed.

• Ultra-fine perforated stainless-steel filter material
• Large capacity for full aroma
• With a lid to cover the tea while it brews
• Also serves as a coaster to collect drips
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Tea Stick TEALEAF
Enjoying tea - easier than ever before!
Get the perfect tea every time with the practical 
tea stick. Thanks to the spoon function in the 
funnel, you can measure out exact amounts of 
different varieties of tea. Spoon in the tea strai-
ght from the bag or container. The cone-sha-
ped form of the tea stick allows better flavor 
dispersal. After the tea flavor has fully emerged, 
put the tea stick back in the supplied holder. For 
cleaning the stick, you can simply remove the 
cap at the bottom of the stick.

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasherproof

Tea Infuser
Delicious tea because of the right measure. Tea infuser  
with practical, smooth touch handle. Easy to open to fill in tea.
Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher safe.
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Prosecco and Wine Opener  
VINOSO
With an integrated dual-blade foil cutter, you are able to effortlessly 
remove the foil from the bottle. After you have removed the foil, 
simply reattach the corkscrew and screw into the cork until the 
cork has been completely removed from the neck of the bottle. 
Opens prosecco and wine bottles. Designed for all types of cork.
 

• Teflon-coated, extra long screw „with soul“
• Also removes dried or particularly long corks
• Self-removal effect
• Possesses integrated dual-blade foil cutter
• Stainless steel / plastic

Screw-top and Crown-cap  
Opener BOTTARE
Two in one. From now on you will need only one opener for screw-
tops and crown caps. Easy opening with the help of this ergono-
mic opener. Stainless steel / plastic. Recommended by sommelier
Martin Kupfer and wine maker Jean Buscher.

Recommended by: Martin Kupfer 
and Jean Buscher
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NEW

Levered Corkscrew
Invaluable for removing corks from wine bottles. Chrome  plated.

Bottle opener OVERO
This bottle opener is comfortable to hold and opens  
your bottles in no time at all. 
Material: stainless steel/TPR.

• Opens any type of crown cap without effort
• Comfortable handle with TPR coating
• With hanging loop
• Stainless steel

Corkscrew MOLTOVINO
The SantopreneTM-coated corkscrew makes cork-pul-
ling really easy. The coated screw moves into the cork 
softly and smoothly. Self-pulling effect through dou-
ble-wing design. Plastic / SantopreneTM.

Waiter‘s knife
Shapely corkscrew with bottle cap opener and cutting blade. 
Stainless steel with a plastic grip.
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Jar / Bottle Opener 4 in 1
With bottle opener and can opener for condensed milk, 
guaranteed to easily open glass or bottle seals. Suitable 
for screw-off jar lids up to Ø 63 mm. Robust quality in 
stainless steel.

Pourer Spout,  
2 pieces in the set
2 pouring nozzles suitable for vinegar and oil bottles. Stainless 
steel, dishwasher-safe.

Five-in-one Opener APERTO
This opener is a real multi-talent, opening screw caps  
(Ø 27 mm - 31 mm), crown caps, glass lids, beverage  
cans and pull-ring cans. Plastic.

Pourer AUTOMATICO
This pourer will fit on any bottle neck with an inner  
diameter of 20 mm and ensures a smooth flow e.g. from vinegar 
and oil bottles. Thanks to the automatic opening / closing function 
you control the amount of liquid by pouring.

•  Opens and closes automatically  
when pouring

•  Suited for bottle necks with 20 mm  
inner diameter

•  Suited e.g. for vinegar and  
oil bottles

• ABS plastic / silicone
• Dishwasher-safe 

NEW
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Sparkling Wine Stopper
Some sparkling wine left in the bottle? Use our stopper for quick 
and airtight sealing to keep the wine sparkling. Just place the open 
stopper onto the bottle - press it shut – and done! And certainly 
the stopper works equally well on Champagne and Prosecco 
bottles. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Bottle Stopper, 2 pieces
Practical bottle stopper for all kinds of bottles.
Seals reliably and securely to prevent contents leaking. With inte-
grated bottle opener in the lever.

• 2-piece set
•  Practical bottle stopper for all kinds of bottles  

(for inside diameters of 16.5 - 19.5 mm)
• Incl. bottle opener
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

Bottle Stopper
Easy closing of glass bottles (Ø 16,5 – 18,5 mm). Juice and wine 
remain fresh and can be stored in the fridge. Stainless steel / 
plastic.
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Meat Mincer Size 5
Hamburger press 
SPARK

Just meat or

the art of roasting?
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SUPERB chicken roaster
The SUPERB chicken roaster made of porcelain  
and stainless steel is ideal for roasting chickens,  
poulards and small ducks crisply. The drip bowl  
allows you to roast with little fat and keeps the oven 
clean, and in addition it is suited for cooking vegeta-
bles. An integrated aroma container for beer/wine or 
spices can enhance the flavor.

•  Roast a whole chicken evenly – crispy outside,  
juicy inside

• Low-fat roasting
• 300-ml drip bowl doubles as vegetable pan
• Integrated 120-ml aroma container
• For use in the oven up to 220°C
• Porcelain, 18/10 stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Hamburger press SPARK
Making hamburgers the easy way. Just press the  
desired quantity of minced meat or another mixture  
into the stainless steel dish and get it into shape with  
the porcelain stamp. Take the burger out and fry it in the pan or 
on the barbecue. Thanks to the dimple in the stainless steel dish 
the burger keeps its shape, and the ridges in the stamp make 
sure it is done in no time at all. Simple, quick, delicious!

• Meat quantity CLASSIC: 120g; KING-SIZE: 180g
• Stainless steel container dimpled to keep the burger in shape
•  Ridges in stainless steel container and stamp shorten frying 

time
• Material: 18/10 stainless steel, porcelain
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: h 165 mm,  Ø 210 mm
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Shish kebab Skewers
Flat, indispensable during the grilling season, for meat or 
fi sh skewers, 4 pieces. Length 22 cm. Stainless steel.

NEW

Meat Mincer Size 5
Robust design from fi ne cast steel with stainless steel
blade and 4.5 mm cutting discs. Easy to use, strong
and can be clamped to the table or worktop.

TWINCO Barbecue skewers, 
2-piece set
These barbecue skewers are perfectly suited for meat, 
fi sh, vegetables and seafood. Just fi ll the double skewers as you 
like and place them on the barbecue or in the pan. Thanks to 
the angular form the pieces remain in place without slipping. The 
integrated slider makes the food easy to remove, guaranteeing a 
full plate and a clean table.

• For delicious meat, fi sh, vegetable or seafood kebabs
• Integrated slider for easy removal of the grilled food
• Angular double-prong skewer prevents food from slipping off
• Length: 32 cm 
• Material: 18/10 stainless steel 
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements: W 20, L 320, H 2 mm

Meat Mincer Size 7 / 8
Robust design from fi ne cast steel with stainless steel 
blade and 4.5 mm cutting discs. Easy to use, strong and can be 
clamped to the table or worktop.
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Meat Mincer
Plastic meat grinder. Easy to use – simply turn the handle! Stain-
less steel discs and blade. Dishwasher-safe.

Meat roll Skewers
Top for gently handling meat, for securing roulades, 10 pieces, 
stainless steel.

Meat roll Rings
Adjustable for different roulade sizes, 6 pieces, stainless steel.

Beef olive Cramp
Comfortable handling. Also suitable for pinning cabbage roulades 
and asparagus. 6 pieces, stainless steel.

Larding Needle
Indispensable for inserting bacon strips and herbs, for example 
into wild game and lamb. Length 19.5 cm. Stainless steel.

Our baking nozzles 
for meat mincers 
are to be found on 
page 65.

 Produkt recommendation
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Baster for roasting
Gravy or marinades ensure an incomparable tender spicy meat. 
Whether leg of lamb, knuckle of pork, braised meat or roast beef – 
with the baster for roasting, delicious meat dishes can be brilliantly 
be refi ned. It comes with its own cleaning brush. 
PP-Plastic / silicone, dishwasher-safe.

Tenderizer / Dough Aerator 
REBBIO
Those who appreciate good taste tenderize the meat before 
cooking.
You can do this in style with the tenderizer „Rebbio“. 
It’s also ideal to aerate yeast, pastry and pizza dough. The dough 
becomes looser and rises better when baking. Stainless steel, 
dishwasher-safe.

Meat Mallet CARPO
Elegant meat mallet from the La Linea series. 
Double ended; with a fl at surface or dimples. For optimum meat 
preparation. Equally balanced with a secure, comfortable grip lies 
securely and comfortably in the hand. Stainless steel, hygienic, 
durable and odourless. With hanging fi xture – always handy on the 
GEFU kitchen strip.

Kitchen cord
With this food safe and tasteless kitchen cord you can bring to 
shape each kind of roasted food whether meat or vegetables.
Also ideal to be used in gastronomy

• Food safe cord
• 100 m long

Sausage and ham cord
Cord for roasting, curing and cooking, for manual cording of sau-
sage and meat. This product is extremely tear-resistant so that 
you can suspend meat safely on a hook.

• Professional quality
• Twisted, tear-resistant, red-white yarn
• 100 m long
• Food safe and heat-resistant cotton
• Cooking and roasting safe up to 175 ° C

Cord Dispenser CORDELLO
Cord dispenser with container for the hygienic storing of food-sa-
fe cord. Pull out the required length and make a clean cut at the 
sharpened blade. Stainless steel / plastic.

Spare cord: No. 12895
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Salad and Pasta Servers 
INSPIRIA

TEMPICO Timer 5 in 1

Just accessories or

kitchen art?
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Serving and souffl é dish
INSPIRIA

Gratins or souffl és – the INSPIRIA serving and souffl é 
dish is great both for preparing and for serving meals. 
The stainless steel grid not only separates excess fat 
or other liquids from meat or vegetables, it can also 
be used as a practical food mat. Comfortable 
wing-shaped handles make the dish easy and safe 
to carry.

• For serving delicious souffl és, meat or vegetables on the table
•  Perforated stainless steel insert allows liquid to drain off from

delicious dishes
• Suited for souffl és and gratins if used without the insert
• Stainless steel insert doubles as a food mat
• Oven-proof
• Heat-resistant up to 220°C
• Porcelain, 18/10 stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Measurements L / W / H 350 x 140 x 80 mm

Salad or Pasta Dish INSPIRIA
The Salad or Pasta Dish INSPIRIA is distinguished
by a simple design, which enhances the shape and
the fi ne porcelain of the dish. With a capacity of 
3.5 litres, it holds plenty of delicious salad, tasty 
pasta or fi ne vegetable dishes. 

• High-quality porcelain
• Safe to use in microwave, oven and fridge
• Dishwasher-safe
• L / W / H 28 x 25 x 16,5 cm
• Ø 25 cm

serving · preparing · measuring

NEW
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Salad Servers, stainless steel
Catch everybody’s eyes as you prepare and serve all kinds of sa-
lads using these stainless steel salad servers. With their timeless 
design and the perfect length of just 25 cm, the stylish duo is a 
great help in the kitchen and at the table.

Butter dish SERVIA
This butter dish from GEFU not only looks better but keeps your 
butter fresh for a longer time. The bottom is a fl at dish with a 
loosely fi tting lid. The lid also protects the butter against fl ies/ins-
ects and other outside infl uences.

• Elegant butter dish to keep your butter fresh 
• Holds 250 g of butter  
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Pasta and Salad Tongs INSPIRIA
Thanks to the very practical spoon shape, the sauce is 
served along with the salad or pasta when using these 
elegant tongs.  Another special feature is the tool on 
the handle, which prevents the tongs from slipping into 
the bowl or pot.  The balanced sprung tongs make the 
most of your grip.  For serving pasta, salads etc.  
•  Balanced sprung tongs & hook on the handle 

prevents tongs from slipping into bowl or pot. 
• Length 21 cm 18/10 stainless steel.

Salad and Pasta Servers 
INSPIRIA
The stainless steel Salad and Pasta Servers make the 
preparation and serving of salads and any other kind 
of food a great sight to behold, as the elegant duo, 
with its timeless and stylish design and its length of 
32 cm, not only goes well with any porcelain tableware, 
it also does a good job both in the kitchen and at the table.

•  Solid servers for salads, 
pasta etc.

• Length: 32 cm
• 18 / 10 stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
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Crème Brûlée Bowl INSPIRIA, 
2 pc. set
Attractive porcelain bowls to prepare your dishes. 
The bowls are highly versatile whether used to 
caramelise, brown, gratinate or encrust your desserts 
or even as a dipping-bowl. Ø 11 cm.
Suitable for oven usage, suitable for dishwasher.

Crème Brûlée 5 pc. set
For caramelizing and browning, cooking „au gratin“ and fi nishing 
crusts. Do it like a pro! With an adjustable fl ame length and fi rm 
grip, precision is easy. Re-fi llable. Comes with 4 oval porcelain 
bowls. 

Bread Bin RONDO
The “Rondo” bread bin captivates with its elegant 
design. With its safe and convenient folding mechanism 
and the large opening, you can store different types  and 
sizes of bread easily.

The non-slip feet guarantee a solid base and the kidneyshaped 
form allows easy transportation. The bread bin ensures, through 
many well thought-out details, that the bread remains soft and 
fresh for longer.

Appealing design made from quality materials.

Cookbook Holder LIBRO
With a large safety glass plate (42 x 27 cm) to protect 
cookbooks, suitable for almost every cookbook size, sturdy, 
easy-care and attractive, stainless steel.

Kitchen Torch FUEGO
The professional-quality kitchen torch for carmelising, browning, 
or cooking „au gratin“ and fi nishing crusts. With its fl ame tem-
perature of up to 1,300 °C and very easy handling, you can put 
a crispy caramel layer on cakes and tarts, melt cheese, brown 
roasts or remove skin from vegetables. Incl. steady stand base. 
With child-proof lock.
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Kitchen roll Holder 
ORIGINAL
A sturdy design ensures this holder won‘t topple or roll onto it‘s 
side. Holds one paper towel roll. Stainless steel.

Paper-roll Holder BUTLER
Practical paper towel holder. Can be used free standing or mounted 
onto a wall. Holds one 26 cm paper towel roll. Stainless steel.

Nutcracker NOCETTO
Thanks to a smaller and a larger opening, the robust stain-
less-steel nutcracker cracks nuts of any kind. Stainles steel and 
plastic, dishwasher- safe. 

12545 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 12 units.

Utensil Holder CARA
Beautiful Scandinavian design. Made from high quality porcelain 
to hold your kitchen gadgets. With a stainless steel ring at the 
base. Height 20 cm. Dishwasher-safe. Without contents!

Garlic press
With swivelling perforated disc for easy cleaning. Hygienically, 
odourless and indestructible. Professional quality made of 
stainless steel.

• stainless steel
• swivelling perforated disc
• dishwasher safe

Nut Cracker MANOLO
Ergonomic and timeless design.

• Two-compartment system for big and small nuts
• Cracks nuts without damaging the kernel
• Suitable for walnuts, hazelnuts, pecan nuts / almonds
• Nut cracker: stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Without porcelain bowl
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Ladle and Scoop FONDO
This ladle is two helpers in one. With the ladle, you 
can divide stews and soups into perfect portions. 
With the fl at front of the ladle, you can also effortlessly 
scoop “leftovers” out of pots and pans. 
A clever kitchen solution. Hole in handle: hang it up ready 
to hand at all times.

• Stainless steel heat-resistant nylon (up to 210° C).

Whisk ALLEGRO
This is how to have fun in the kitchen: the whisk lies 
comfortably in the hand, is fl exible and shapely. Perfect mixing 
qualities for the most diverse of dishes; the clever use of silicone 
ensures a soft, quieter touch. The coating protects pots and pans. 
Dishwasher-safe.

Potato Masher PATATA
Boiled potatoes can be effortlessly mashed and 
made into puree. Designed to sit comfortably in the hand 
with a ridge to stop your hand sliding down the handle. 
Robust design in stainless steel.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Cooking Spoon CERCHIO
The cooking spoon adjusts wonderfully to the edges 
of the pot, pan and bowl, leaving nothing behind. 
Easy to clean, heat resistant up to 250° C. Dishwasher-safe.

Spoon Spatula DESTRO
The multi-purpose kitchen solution. The especially 
fl at spatula with sturdy edges is ideal to scoop up slices of 
meat or stir-fried vegetables and makes turning omelettes, 
fried eggs and rissoles simple and easy. Hole in handle: hang 
it up ready to hand at all times. Stainless steel and heat-resi-
stant nylon (up to 210°C).
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Cheese Slicer PAMA
The ultimate cheese slicer! Two slicing cords ensure  
perfect slices; thick or thin. Perfect for sandwiches, grilling or on 
cheese platters. Made of high-quality stainless steel, hygienic and 
easy to clean.

• Hygienic and easy to clean
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Spare wire for Cheese Slicer 

Multi-tweezers PICCOLINO
Extra long handle makes this ideal for using in a Wok. Also ideal 
for turning hot food in the pan or under the grill. Lifts hot food from 
deep pots. Nylon, heat resistant up to 250° C, extra long handle, 
dishwasher-safe.

21615 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 15 units.

Kitchen Tweezers
Tweezers with multiple applications – for turning, removing or 
serving. Well-balanced tension for optimum force transmission. 
Corrugated ends guarantee safe hold of the fried food.
Length: 30 cm. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Pot Clip
The pot clip is the indispensable, practical aid for every cooking 
artist. Simply clipped onto the edge of the pot it is a reliable and 
safe holder for spoons, ladles, sieves and other tools. A quick stir? 
No problem, as everything is always at hand and, what is more, 
sauces, water or oil drip nowhere but into the pot.

• Rubber coating for firm grip on the pot edge
• Handle diameter: 10 mm
• Flexible clip for use on pots, dishes, gravy boats etc.
• Perfectly suited for kitchen aids in the LA LINEA series
• Stainless steel / silicone
• Dishwasher-safe

without cooking spoon
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Kitchen Tweezers PINO
Tweezers offering a wide range of uses for cooking, 
roasting, removing and serving. Hygienic: the raised form 
prevents the tips coming into contact with the work surface. 
Suspension eyelet. Length 30cm. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Fish bone Tweezers
The fi sh bone tweezers function as a kitchen tool 
that removes fi sh bones precisely, reliably and, above 
all, easily, so that nothing keeps you from enjoying your fi sh. 
For example, the tweezers are also ideal for removing chicken 
feathers. Their ergonomic shape makes them pleasant to hold.

Grill Tong 24 cm
Professional quality, stainless steel, 
dishwasher-safe.

Grill Tong 34 cm
Professional quality, stainless steel, 
dishwasher-safe.

Barbecue Tongs
With their well-balanced spring force and exact force 
transmission to their ends, the tongs guarantee convenient 
handling at the barbecue and at the table. The wavy ends of the 
tongs hold the foodstuff safely.
Length: 35 cm, stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Spoon Tongs GANCIO
Versatile: for gripping and turning vegetables and 
roasts, or as a salad tool. Can even be used in coated pots 
and pans. With a comfortable handle and practical latch. 
Length: 36 cm. Dishwasher-safe.
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VITALIA vegetable shovel 
Chopped herbs, cut vegetables, meat, sausage or  
cheese – the vegetable shovel takes your ingredients from the 
chopping board to the pot, pan or bowl quickly and easily, and 
thanks to the closed sides nothing is lost. For transporting finely 
chopped pieces
• Comfortable to hold
• Closed at the sides
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Ice cream Scoop GEPALINA
With a simple ice cream scoop removal function, Ø 50 mm. Stain-
less steel, dishwasher-safe.

Nothing found ?
The following products are to be found among other catalogue categories.

Bird’s Nest Fryer
Use our bird’s nest fryer to conjure up sophisticated potato, ve-
getable or dough baskets. Just place fine potato strips or slices 
around the rim of the larger strainer and press the smaller one 
on top, and an evenly rounded nest is formed. Filled with meat 
or fish, vegetables, herbs or sweet creams, the bird’s nests are a 
feast for the eye and tickle the palate.

• For deep-frying of potato, carrot, courgette or noodle nests
• Handle with fastening ring for easy handling
• Outer 10 cm; inner 8 cm
• Length: 39 cm
• Can be taken apart for easy cleaning
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

knives
page 30

peelers 
page 36

tenderizer / dough aerator
page 81

blanching spoons
page 58

scissors
page 28

strainers and sieves 
page 49-51

kitchen cord
page 81

kitchen brushes
page 63

NEW
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Spice Colander GUSTO
The fi lled colander is perfectly suited for improving 
soups, stews or hot spiced wine. The volume can be
easily adapted to different pot sizes. Thanks to the silicone
cord, the spice colander is always ready to reach and can be 
easily affi xed to the pot rim. The stainless steel bowls are 
interconnected by the silicone cord.

• Stainless steel / silicone
• Dishwasher-safe

Lemon Juicer PRESCO
The pourer allows lemon juice to be perfectly portioned.
Just screw the juicer into the lemon, squeeze the lemon and pour 
as required without any mess. Also suited for limes and oranges.

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Citrus press LEMON
Oranges, lemons, limes or other citrus fruit – juicing is 
easy with the LEMON citrus press. Made of 18/10 stainless steel, 
the press has absolutely no infl uence on taste. Seeds and fruit 
fi bres are held back by the strainer, the pure fruit juice is collected 
in the container below and can easily be poured out thanks to the 
pouring spout.
• 2-piece set: strainer with juice press and juice container • Pou-
ring spout • Strainer insert holds seeds back • Container capacity: 
0.25 l • 18/10 stainless steel – polished/matte

Dressing shaker
The dressing shaker is the perfect aid for preparing “healthy 
greens” in lots of tasty varieties. With the recipes for fi ve different 
dressings your salad dressings will come out perfectly at the fl ick 
of a wrist.

Further measuring cups on page 64

All-purpose Whisk
For all those who like things light and creamy, this all-purpose 
whisk is exactly the right thing to have: Use it to make milk foam, 
sauces, desserts, soups and much more quickly and simply. The 
whisk begins to mix the moment you move the handle down. You 
will love it for its reliable functional principle and ease of use. It 
really whips up a storm!
• Ideal for creamy milk foam, sauces, desserts, soups and much 
more • Quick and simple, without electricity, just by light move-
ments of the hand • Length: 36 cm • Stainless steel / Santo-
prene • Clean under running water

NEW
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TEMPICO timer 5 in 1  
All at a glance: the 5 individually adjustable timers of  
the TEMPICO 5-in-1 timer make keeping track of  
cooking times a child’s play. An alarm signal indicates  
that the set time is over. When the timer is not required there 
is no need for it to lie in a drawer unused. Rather, the display 
can easily be switched to clock, alarm clock or date function. 
The timer comes with integrated magnets and a suction cup for 
hanging and with a fold-out base for safe stand. 

TEMPICO helps keep track of everything in your kitchen. With up 
to five timers used at once your meal is sure to come out perfect.
• Timer: 1 min. – 99 hrs 59 min
• Clock (12/24 h display), calendar and alarm clock
• Alarm function
• For standing and hanging up
• 2 AAA batteries included
• Stainless steel, ABS plastic

Digital radio Roast thermo- 
meter with Timer HÄNDI
Cook and roast with precision!
Enjoy the ease and independence that cooking or roasting with 
the digital radio roast thermometer brings. You will constantly 
receive updates on the temperature which will be displayed on 
the mobile device and received by radio. As soon as the meat is 
cooked as well as you want it, a signal will sound. Using the roast 
thermometer you can access pre-programmed cooking times for 
different meats. The integrated timer serves as a tool for the preci-
se preparation of other dishes.

• Measures temperature during food preparation
• Timer: up to 99 min. 59 sec.
•  Alarm when a certain temperature is reached  

(temperature can be set)
• Stainless steel probe (180 mm) with 1 m heat resistant cable
• 2- part sender and receiver
•  Radio range between sender and receiver: 20 m (range depends 

on the space and surroundings)
• Temperature display can be set to °C and °F
•  Can be used with different kinds of meat  

(beef, pork, lamb, chicken...)
•  Choose how well the meat should be cooked  

(bloody, medium, well done...)
• Battery included

NEW
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Digital Meat Thermometer 
TEMPERE 
The digital meat thermometer is essential for temperature mea-
surement during cooking. The measuring range is 0 to +250 °C. 
An alarm set to the required temperature helps to prevent over-
cooking. Adjustable timer up to 99 min.  
Stainless steel probe (160 mm) with 1 m heat-resistant cable. 
Fastening magnet. Stand-up display.

Digital-Thermometer SCALA
Functional digital timer with an extra fast temperature display (4-10 
sec) and an easy to read LCD display. Temperatur ranges -45 c to 
+200 c. (- 49f to +392f). Simple to change the display from c to f. 
Suitable for all types of food and wine. 

21825 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 18 pieces.

Roast and Oven Thermometer 
3 in 1
This roast and oven thermometer is an indispensable help for all, 
who love delicious roasts. Sticked into the roast, the thermometer 
measures the temperature inside the roast as well as outside in the 
oven during the roasting process. Even low temperatures from 70 
to 80 ° C for low-temperature cooking are shown.

Roast Thermometer
What meat do I roast at what temperature? This is a question that 
no longer needs to be asked thanks to the practical scale on the 
roast thermometer. Poultry, pork, lamp, beef or wild game - just 
push the thermometer into the meat and read the optimal tempe-
rature.

Oven Thermometer 
The oven thermometer puts you on the safe side when prepa-
ring food. It does not only check the temperature inside the oven 
but also uses a color scale to indicate the ideal temperature for 
low-temperature cooking, baking and roasting. For placing or 
hanging.

Freezer- / Refrigerator 
Thermometer
Being gentle on food and saving energy at the same time is simple 
with this freezer and fridge thermometer. Just hang or place it in 
the refrigerator or the freezer compartment and read the respec-
tive ideal temperature range in °C from the scale areas marked 
blue. For placing or hanging. 
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Fridge Thermometer
Food-friendly and energy saving! The fridge thermometer is used 
to measure the exact temperature inside the fridge because 
maintaining the ideal temperature inside a fridge can ensure the 
optimum durability of the food and prevent any wasteful consump-
tion of electricity.

Digital Timer
With this practical digital timer every dish is bound to be a suc-
cess. Adjustable to the minute and to the second (up to 99 min. 
and 59 sec.). Can be attached to any metal surface thanks to a 
magnet on the back, or supported on the yoke. Stainless steel / 
plastic.

Timer large ø 78 mm
This convenient timer with a duration from 0 to 60 minutes can be 
wind up precisely to the minute. The heavily red marked display 
shows the remaining runtime. The magnet on the back of the timer 
allows easy attaching to magnetic surfaces. This is how you can 
always keep your timer within eyeshot.

Timer small ø 61 mm

Baking thermometer MESSIMO
Forget the skewer test to roughly gauge if your cake 
or bead is done. From now on the baking thermometer 
gives you an absolute guarantee of success for perfect cakes and 
bread loaves: not too dry and not too moist. Just stick the thermo-
meter into the cake or bread when it begins to become firm and 
read the progress on the display. Thanks to the graduation you will 
know exactly how soon the cake/bread will be done.

• 100 % guarantee of success for pastries and bread loaves
• For shallow and deep cakes, gugelhupf, bread plaits and loaves
• Easy to use: insert – read – done!
• Simple, easy-to-read display
• Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe

NEW
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Vitro Ceramic Hob Scraper 
BLANKO
Vitro ceramic and induction hobs make cooking easier; their 
cleaning, however, requires the right aid. Due to its set angle, 
GEFU’s scraper for vitro ceramic hobs cleans the cooking surface 
effectively and with care.

•  Set angle for easy and gentle cleaning of vitro ceramic and
induction hobs

• Ergonomic work without tiring
• Integrated blade slot for up to 4 blades
• Supplied with 2 blades
• Sliding mechanism protects blade
• Stainless steel / ABS plastic

Caramic Hob Cleaner
Invaluable for cleaning ceramic ranges. Stainless steel.

Recharge Blades Hob Cleaner
3 replacement blades fi t the glass scraper 
article number 12450 and 12930.

Can Opener CANDO
The patented cutting tool safely opens the lid without 
sharp edges. The lid can be reused. Simple to use with 
an ergonomic grip and pincer function to remove the lid. Mix of 
stainless steel and high quality plastic, easy to clean and hygienic.

Further openers and stoppers on pages 73 – 75.
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12390

12420

12470

12170
exclusive

12160

 

 

 

Tin Opener
Tin opener with rotating cutting blade. It is operated by turning the 
rotating handle. Blade and wheels are made from hardened steel 
and guarantee a clean cut.

Can Opener
Tried and true, simply practical, good for opening cans of various 
sizes.

Glass jar Opener JARKEY
The glass jar opener makes opening jar lids easier. The pressure 
seal is popped therefore making the lid easier to turn and remove.  
Plastic,  dishwasher-proof.

*limited distribution rights. Available only on request.

Professional dish-ring Set 
FORMIDABLE
This 10-piece dessert ring mould set helps to make dishes real 
eye-catchers. Rings of three different sizes serve to trim a wide 
variety of foodstuffs, be it starters, main courses or desserts. With 
a pusher for each ring size the food is pressed into, and cleanly 
removed from, the ring. Just screw the handle onto the required 
disc.

Two rings of each size: Ø 4 cm x H 3 cm; Ø 6 cm x H 4 cm; 
Ø 8 cm x H 5 cm (Set: 2 rings and 1 pusher of each size,
1 handle)

• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher- safe

Rings for starters and 
desserts - square 
These rings for starters and desserts make dishes 
eye-catching and appealing. With a diameter of 7,5 cm and a 
height of 5 cm they mould starters, main courses and desserts 
into attractive presentations. 
Complements the professional dish ring set No. 12170.
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12355

12200

12210

17010

 

12880

 

servieren · zubereiten · messen

Egg Cracker with Salt Shaker
Place the egg cracker on the egg. Pull the ball and 
let it spring back to give the egg a crack. Remove 
the shell if necessary. The integrated salt shaker can 
be adjusted to a big or a small opening. For storing 
the salt shaker can be closed.

Egg Pricker
The practical kitchen aid. Body made of high polish 
stainless steel, base made of black plastic.

Egg Pricker
The practical kitchen aid. Body shine polished, matte base, 
stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

MAGNETO magnetic strip
MAGNETO not only provides space-saving storage for 
your kitchen aids such as knives, scissors and brushes but is also 
elegant and robust.

• For space-saving storage of your kitchen aids
• Simple assembly (comes with fastening material)
• Length: 34 cm
• Two strong magnets for safe hold
• Stainless steel

NEW

Wall Hook FIXO
Wall hook with suction cap, 2 pcs. The stainless steel / plastic 
hooks look good on any smooth surface and serve a wide variety 
of purposes. Easy to use



22150

22350

22450

12680

22250

 

12690
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Tablecloth Clips
Zinc-coated, set contains 4 pieces.

Tablecloth Clips
Stainless steel, set contains 4 pieces.

Tablecloth Clips
Plastic-coated, white, set contains 4 pieces.

Gas Refill
High-purity, technical synthesis gas (isobutane), DIN 32 621, Con-
stant pressure during use of lighter. No need to regulate the flame, 
Optimum burning behaviour. Burns sparingly. No odour or soot. 
Thanks to its standardised valve, it fits onto almost all standard 
refillable lighters without the need for an adapter.
 

Tablecloth Clips for  
extendable tables
Spring loaded, set contains 4 pieces, nickel coating. Suitable for 
tabletops with a profile from 19 to 45 mm.

Long-handled gas Lighter
Refillable long-handled gas lighter with flexible metal flame pipe, 
size adjustable flame and electronic ignition. The flexible flame 
pipe allows you to light your flame even in the most out-of-the-
way positions. Fill with gas prior to initial use. 

12695 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 18 units.
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presentation 
systems

The art of      
GEFU’s product presentation         
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21615

21825
exclusive

12545

14585

13465
exclusive

Display Tweezer PICCOLINO
Sales enforcing display, holds 15 units

Display Digital-Thermometer  
SCALA
Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.

Display Nutcracker  
NOCETTO
Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.

Display Kitchen Brush BECKY
Sales enforcing display, holds 18 units.

Presentation systems

Display Spiral Slicer 
SPIRELLI

Sales enforcing display, holds 36 units. Height: 1.90 m.
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12695

12565

10805

13635

12265

Display Long-handled 
gas Lighter
Sales enforcing display, holds 18 units.

Dispaly Asparagus / 
Vegetable Peeler
Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.

Crêpes / Pancake Shaker
Sales enforcing display, holds 60 units. Height: 1.90 m.

Display Ceramic Peeler
CERAMO 

Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.

Presentation systems

Display Pourer AUTOMATICO
Sales enforcing display, holds 18 units.
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Product presentation

The art of
GEFU’s product presentation

The wide range of more than 280 innovative 
GEFU products makes it difficult to choose. 
In order to show all attractive products in  
a positive light, GEFU offers high quality  
displays with adequate functions.  
Make your choice between wall or base 
units in an elegant design.

The units can be completed with additional 
display modules which make the system 
extendable without limitation. The system 
offers a lot of space for kitchen tools of all 
kind of sizes, from the smallest shish kebab 
skewers up to the largest pasta machine.

Additionally, posters and displays can be 
easily integrated into the system to catch 
the eye. Effective secondary placements 
perfectly complete the range of displays. 
The new GEFU corporate design speaks 
a clear language and highly improves the 
brand. A perfect presentation will help each 
culinary artist to find his favourite kitchen 
tool.
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Product presentation

With base units you can also 
present smaller items in a good 
light.

Mobile  shelving  systems 
like the gourmet corner can 
be easily integrated into each 
store concept.

Wall displays can be individu-
ally combined and come with 
catchy slogans, wall hooks 
and glass shelves.

Poster and displays will draw 
the attention of consumers.
Secondary  placements can 
focus on seasonal highlights.
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91750

91900.21

91760

Wall Display
The wall display can be individually combined and comes with 
catchy slogans, wall hooks and glass shelves. Display assembly 
package as shown in the picture:

2 x base unit incl. 4 glass shelves 
1 x 60 cm unit incl. 2 glass shelves 
1 x display table

Lighting can be added.

Measurements: 2920 x 2500 x 550 mm.

Wall Display
Base unit of the wall display comes with catchy slogan, hooks and 
2 glass shelves. 
Measurements: 1160 x 2500 x 550 mm. 

Lighting can be added

Gourmet Corner
The gourmet corner is ideally designed for entrances or small 
areas. Wall hooks and glass shelves are supplied. The frame 
allows to change the picture.

 Measurements: 600 x 600 x 1400 mm.

Product presentation
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91900.22.01

91900.23

91900.27

Shop floor Display  
Head Unit
The head unit is supplied with wall hooks and 1 glass shelf.  
Lighting can be added.

Shop floor Display  
Head Board
The head board is supplied with wall hooks. 
Measurements: 700 x 710 x 1300 mm.

Shop floor Display
The shop floor displays can be individually combined. In this ex-
ample the following units are combined:

2 x 91900.22 Base unit
1 x 91900.23 Top unit
1 x 91900.27 Head board
5 x 91900.28 Lighting elements

Shop floor Display  
Base Unit
The base unit of the shop floor display can be supplied with an 
illuminated logo, wall hooks and 2 glass shelves. Lighting can be 
added.

Measurements: 1200 x 1000 x 1400 mm

Product presentation
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A
All purpose knife ...................................... 30

Almond mill .............................................. 45

Apple corer KERN OTTO ......................... 36

Apple peeler ............................................ 27

Asparagus / carrot peeler FILIGRANO ..... 32

Asparagus peeler .................................... 31

Asparagus peeler, 18 p. in display ......... 101

B
Baking frame UNO 8,5 cm ....................... 63

Baking nozzle, size 5 ............................... 65

Baking nozzle, size 7/8 ............................ 65

Baking thermometer MESSIMO ............... 94

Baller BOCELI ......................................... 33

Barbecue skewers TWINCO, 2 piece set . 79

Barbecue tongs, s/s ................................ 89

Baster for roasting juices and marinades . 81

Beef olive cramp ...................................... 80

Bird’s Nest Fryers .................................... 90

Blanching spoon stainless ....................... 58

Blanching spoon w. wire handle .............. 58

Bottle stopper .......................................... 76

Bottle stopper .......................................... 76

Bottle stopper OVERO ............................. 74

Bread bin RONDO ................................... 85

Butter dish SERVIA .................................. 84

C
Cake and Pizza saver EASY .................... 65

Cake ring 10 cm XXL ............................... 63

Cake ring 8,5 cm ..................................... 63

Can opener ............................................. 96

Can opener ............................................. 96

Can opener CANDO ................................ 95

Ceramic hob cleaner ............................... 95

Ceramic hob cleaner BLANKO ................ 95

Ceramic knife .......................................... 30

Ceramic peeler CERAMO ........................ 31

Ceramic peeler CERAMO, 12 p. 

in display ............................................... 101

Ceramic peeler with vertical blade............ 31

Ceramic slicer .......................................... 23

Cheese slicer PAMA ................................ 88

Cherry pitter DROPIO .............................. 36

Chicken roaster SUPERB* ....................... 78

Citrus press LEMON ................................ 91

Coarse shredder GREZZO -LASER CUT  41

Cocoa shaker FINA ................................. 71

Coffee filter ANGELO ............................... 67

Coffee measure ....................................... 70

Coffee press PABLO, 1 L ......................... 69

Coffee press PABLO, 350 ml ................... 69

Coffee press PABLO, 600 ml ................... 69

Cook book stand LIBRO ......................... 85

Cooking spoon CERCHIO ....................... 87

Cord dispenser, incl. 25 m kitchen twine 

CORDELLO ............................................. 81

Corkscrew ............................................... 74

Corkscrew MOLTOVINO .......................... 74

Crème Brûlée bowls, set of 2 ................... 85

Crème Brûlée Set .................................... 85

Crown fine grater CORONA - LASER CUT 40

Cube cutter CUBICO ............................... 35

Cucumber slicer ORIGINAL ..................... 44

Cutting mats, 4 pieces ............................. 30

D
Dekorating shaker FINA ........................... 71

Digital meat thermometer TEMPERE ....... 93

Digital radio roast thermometer with timer 92

Digital thermometer SCALA ..................... 93

Digital thermometer SCALA, 

18 p. in Display ...................................... 100

Digital timer ............................................. 94

Display pourer spot AUTOMATICO, content: 

16x pcs ................................................. 100

Display Spaetzle-Mix, cont. 60 pcs. ....... 101

Draining sieve RESISTI ............................ 49

Dressing-Shaker ...................................... 91

E
Egg cracker with salt shaker .................... 97

Egg pricker completely s/s....................... 97

Egg pricker, plastic base .......................... 97

Egg slicer DUO ........................................ 34

Egg yolk Separator .................................. 63

Espresse maker EMILIO, 2 cups .............. 68

Espresse maker EMILIO, 4 cups .............. 68

Espresse maker EMILIO, 6 cups .............. 68

Espresso maker LUCINO, 3 cups ............ 69

Espresso maker LUCINO, 6 Cups ........... 69

Espresso maker LUCINO, 9 cups ............ 68

F 
Fine grater FINO - LASER CUT ................ 41

Fish bone tweezers .................................. 89

Five-in-one opener .................................. 75

Flaker FIOCCHI - LASER CUT  ................ 41

Food mill FLOTTE LOTTE, 2 exch. discs .. 47

Food mill FLOTTE LOTTE, s/s.................. 48

Food mill FLOTTE LOTTE, s/s, 

plastic handle  ......................................... 48

Food-safe cord, 100 m ............................ 81

Four-way grater ....................................... 42

Four-way grater VITALES LASER CUT ..... 42

Freezer / Fridge thermometer .................. 93

Frothing jug CLAUDIO, 300 ml ................. 70

Frothing jug CLAUDIO, 600 ml ................. 70

Fruit and vegetable grater FRUTTARE ...... 45

G
Garlic cutter GARLICO ............................ 26

Garlic press ............................................. 86

Gas-refill, 100 ml ..................................... 98

General purpose scissors ........................ 28

General purpose scissors ........................ 28

Ginger grater ........................................... 44

Glas lid opener JARKEY .......................... 96

Gourmet slicer TARTUFOLO .................... 23

Gourmet slicer VIOLINO .......................... 22

Grilling tongs ........................................... 89

H
Hamburger press SPARK ........................ 78

Herbal scissors incl. cleaning comb ......... 28

I
Ice cream scoop GEPALINA .................... 90

J
Jar / bottle opener ................................... 75

Julienne cutter with stripper STRISCIA ..... 32

Julienne slicer ASIA ................................. 23

K
Kitchen and baking brush ANGELINO ..... 63

Kitchen brush BECKY.............................. 63

Kitchen brush BECKY, 18 pcs. in display 100

Kitchen roll holder ORIGINAL ................... 86

Kitchen scissors TALIA ............................ 28

Kitchen tongs .......................................... 89

Kitchen torch FUEGO .............................. 85

Kitchen tweezer, s/s ................................ 88

Kitchen tweezer, s/s PINO  ...................... 89

Kitchen twine, 100 m ............................... 81

L
Ladle and scoop FONDO ........................ 87

Larding needle ......................................... 80

Lemon and spice grater ........................... 43

Lemon juicer PRESCO ............................ 91

Long-handled gas lighter ......................... 98

Long-handled gas lighter, 

18 pcs. in display ................................... 101

M
Magnetic strip MAGNETO ....................... 97

Mango cutter ........................................... 27

Measuring - Mixing cup, 1000 ml ............. 64

Measuring cup, 500 ml ............................ 64

Meat mallet CARPO ................................ 81

Glossary A-Z:
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Meat mincer size 5 .................................. 79

Meat mincer size 7/8 ............................... 79

Meat mincer, plastic ................................. 80

Meat roll rings .......................................... 80

Meat roll skewers ..................................... 80

Mesh-top shaker FINA ............................. 71

Milk frother .............................................. 70

Milk frother MACELLO ............................. 71

Motor pasta machine ............................... 54

Mozarella slicer TOSCANA ...................... 34

Mulit-tweezers PICCOLINO, 

15 p. in display ...................................... 100

Multi Mixing Cup, 300 ml ......................... 64

Multi-tweezers PICCOLINO ..................... 88

Multigrater RASPINI ................................. 42

N
Nut cracker MANOLO ............................. 86

Nutcracker s/s, NOCETTO, 

12 p. in display ...................................... 100

Nutcracker, s/s, NOCETTO ...................... 86

Nutmeg grater ......................................... 43

Nutmeg mill MOSCATA, LASER CUT ....... 39

O
Onion chopper, plastic ............................. 35

Orange peeler MELANSINA ..................... 33

Oven thermometer .................................. 94

P
Paper-roll holder BUTLER, 26 cm ............ 86

„Pasta and Salad Tongs INSPIRIA„ .......... 84

Pasta dryer .............................................. 54

Pasta machine 

PASTA PERFETTA BRILLANTE

................................................................ 53

„Pasta machine PASTA PERFETTA DE 

LUXE, with standard and 2 additional 

attachments“ ........................................... 54

Pasta machine PASTA PERFETTA NERO

........................................................ ........ 53

Pastry press COOKIE .............................. 65

Pastry roller EXACT, adjustable  ............... 62

Pastry roller PIATTO, silicone ................... 62

Peeling knife ............................................ 30

„Permanent coffee filter ARABICA,

with microfilter structure“ ......................... 67

Pineapple slicer BASIC, plastic  ............... 25

Pineapple slicer COMFORT, plastic, incl. two 

cutting tools (large and medium), incl. small 

piece cutter ............................................. 25

„Pineapple slicer PROFESSIONAL PLUS, 

s/s, incl. small piece cutter and storage cont-

ainer, 1000 ml“ ........................................ 24

Pineapple slicer PROFESSIONAL, s/s incl. 

small piece cutter .................................... 25

Pizza cutting wheel PEZZETTO ................ 62

Plum pitter DROPIO ................................. 36

Porcelain coffee filter SANDRO, size 2 ..... 67

Porcelain coffee filter SANDRO, size 4 ..... 67

Pot clip .................................................... 88

Potato and spaetzle press aluminium cast 

“handmade style” .................................... 60

Potato and spaetzle press aluminium cast, 

round ....................................................... 60

Potato and Spaetzle press with 3 discs, 

plastic ...................................................... 60

Potato grater ORIGINAL .......................... 43

Potato masher PATATA ............................ 87

Potato press and fruit juicer ..................... 59

Potato press ORIGINAL, s/s .................... 59

Potato press, tinned ................................ 59

Potato straining sack ............................... 60

Potato- and Spaetzle-press TRISTAR, 

with 3 discs, s/s....................................... 59

Poultry shears .......................................... 29

Pourer spout ........................................... 75

Pourer spout AUTOMATICO .................... 75

„Professional rings for starters and desserts 

FORMIDABLE, 10-piece set „ .................. 96

Prosecco and wine bottle opener VINOSO 73

R
Radish curler ........................................... 21

„Ravioli-/pasta case maker, round

stainless steel“ ......................................... 55

Ravioli-/pasta case maker, square ........... 55

„Ravioli-/pasta case maker, square

stainless steel“ ......................................... 55

„Ravioli-/pasta case mould, 3 pcs.

plastic“ .................................................... 55

Raw vegetable grater ORIGINAL .............. 44

Recharge blades hob cleaner, 3 pcs. ....... 95

Remnant holder / finger guard RESTO ..... 41

„Ring for starters and desserts, 2-piece set 

INCL. PUSHER“ ...................................... 96

Roast and oven thermometer .................. 93

Roast thermometer .................................. 93

Rösti grater .............................................. 23

Rotary grater, LASER CUT ....................... 38

Rotary grater, plastic - LASER CUT ......... 42

S
Salad and pasta bowl INSPIRIA ............... 83

Salad and Pasta servers INSPIRIA ........... 84

Salad servers ........................................... 84

Salt- and pepper mill, 2-piece set ............ 39

Scoop colander ....................................... 49

Screw-top and crown-cap opener BOTTARE 

73

Serrated grater ........................................ 43

Serving and soufflé dish INSPIRIA ............ 83

Shesh-Kebab skewers............................. 79

Sieve 120 mm s/s .................................... 50

Sieve 120 mm, stainless steel .................. 51

Sieve 140 mm ......................................... 51

Sieve 160 mm s/s .................................... 50

Sieve 180 mm, stainless steel .................. 51

Sieve 190 mm s/s .................................... 50

Sieve 200 mm ......................................... 51

Sieve 230 mm s/s .................................... 50

Sieve 70 cm ............................................ 51

Sieve 70 cm, stainless steel ..................... 51

Sieve 75 mm s/s ...................................... 50

Silicone spatula DOLCE ........................... 62

Slicer TARI ............................................... 26

Spaetzle board ........................................ 58

Spaetzle maker ERGO ............................. 58

Spaetzle maker for long noodles .............. 57

Spaetzle maker for long noodles .............. 57

Spaetzle maker for short noodles ............ 57

Spaetzle maker for short noodles ............ 57

Spaetzle scraper ...................................... 58

Spaetzle spoon incl. spatula .................... 56

Spaetzle-Mix ........................................... 56

Spare wire for cheese slicer 

PAMA No. 13690 .................................... 88

Sparkling Wine Stopper ........................... 76

Spice infuser GUSTO ............................... 91

Spice mill AROMATICO ........................... 39

Spiral cutter SPIRELLI ............................. 21

Spiral cutter SPIRELLI, 36 p. in display .. 100

Spiral slicer .............................................. 21

Spiral slicer SPIRALFIX ............................ 20

Spoon spatula DESTRO .......................... 87

Spoon tongs GANCIO, 30 cm ................. 89

Spring-loaded Poultry shears ................... 29

Steam insert ............................................ 49

Strainer , s/s, Ø 22 cm ............................ 49

Strainer press FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN .... 48

Strainer, collapsible .................................. 49

Straining cloth ......................................... 60

Straining disc 1 mm ................................. 47

Straining disc 8 mm ................................. 47

Sugar shaker FINA .................................. 71

Sweetener dispenser FINA ...................... 71

T
Table cloth clamps, coated ...................... 98

Table cloth clamps, for extendible tables .. 98

Table cloth clamps, nickled ...................... 93

Table cloth clamps, s/s ............................ 98

Glossary A-Z:
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Tea filter ARMONIA, 

with microfilter structure ........................... 72

Tea infuser ............................................... 72

Tea stick TEALEAF .................................. 72

Tenderiser/dough perforator REBBIO ....... 81

Timer 5 in 1 TEMPICO ............................. 92

Timer, big, Ø 78 mm ................................ 94

Timer, small, Ø 61 mm ............................. 94

Tomato corer PICCO ............................... 33

Tomato cutter POMO .............................. 26

Tomato/bell pepper and kiwi peeler 

POMODORO ........................................... 32

U
Universal cheese grater, LASER CUT ....... 38

Universal cutter RAFFINATO .................... 29

Universal grater and slicer ORIGINAL ....... 44

Universal mill grater, plastic ...................... 45

Universal Peeler ....................................... 31

Universal Peeler ....................................... 31

Universal peeler with stripper 

UNIVERSALE .......................................... 32

Universal rotary whisk .............................. 91

Universalgrater, coarse and fine ............... 40

Utensils holder CARA .............................. 86

V
Vegetable and french-fries cutter ............. 34

Vegetable and herbs chopper, s/s............ 35

Vegetable knife ........................................ 30

Vegetable shovel VITALA ......................... 90

Vegetable slicer ASIA ............................... 23

Vegetable slicer ORIGINAL ...................... 44

Vegetables and cheese peeler VERDURA 32

Vegetables slicing grid for cutter 13750 ... 34

W
Waiter‘s knife ........................................... 74

Wall hook with suction cap, 2 pcs. FIXO .. 97

Whisk ALLERGRO ................................... 87

Wire potato grater RUSTICA .................... 43

Z
Zester CERTO ......................................... 33

Glossary A-Z:
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10400....... Lemon and spice grater .....................................................................................................................40 06664 10400 5 ....................43

10450....... Nutmeg grater ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 10450 0 ....................43

10600....... Serrated grater ...................................................................................................................................40 06664 10600 9 ....................43

10750....... Four-way grater ..................................................................................................................................40 06664 10750 1 ....................42

10760....... Four-way grater VITALES LASER CUT ...............................................................................................40 06664 10760 0 ....................42

10800....... Spaetzle-Mix ......................................................................................................................................40 06664 10800 3 ....................56

10805....... Display Spaetzle-Mix, cont. 60 pcs. ...................................................................................................40 06664 10805 8 ..................101

10910....... Scoop colander .................................................................................................................................40 06664 10910 9 ....................49

10915....... Spaetzle spoon incl. spatula ...............................................................................................................40 06664 10915 4 ....................56

10920....... Spaetzle maker ERGO .......................................................................................................................40 06664 10920 8 ....................58

10930....... Blanching spoon w. wire handle .........................................................................................................40 06664 10930 7 ....................58

10940....... Blanching spoon stainless ..................................................................................................................40 06664 10940 6 ....................58

10950....... Spaetzle maker for short noodles .......................................................................................................40 06664 10950 5 ....................57

10960....... Spaetzle maker for long noodles ........................................................................................................40 06664 10960 4 ....................57

10970....... Spaetzle maker for short noodles .......................................................................................................40 06664 10970 3 ....................57

10980....... Spaetzle maker for long noodles ........................................................................................................40 06664 10980 2 ....................57

10990....... Spaetzle board ...................................................................................................................................40 06664 10990 1 ....................58

10995....... Spaetzle scraper ................................................................................................................................40 06664 10995 6 ....................58

11100....... Meat roll skewers ...............................................................................................................................40 06664 11100 3 ....................80

11200....... Meat roll rings ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 11200 0 ....................80

11250....... Shesh-Kebab skewers .......................................................................................................................40 06664 11250 5 ....................79

11300....... Beef olive cramp ................................................................................................................................40 06664 11300 7 ....................80

11500....... Larding needle ...................................................................................................................................40 06664 11500 1 ....................80

11780....... Kitchen tongs .....................................................................................................................................40 06664 11780 7 ....................89

11800....... Grilling tongs ......................................................................................................................................40 06664 11800 2 ....................89

11900....... Kitchen tweezer, s/s ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 11900 9 ....................88

11910....... Fish bone tweezers ............................................................................................................................40 06664 11910 8 ....................89

11920....... Kitchen tweezer, s/s PINO  .................................................................................................................40 06664 11920 7 ....................89

12160....... „Ring for starters and desserts, 2-piece set INCL. PUSHER“ .............................................................40 06664 12160 6 ....................96

12170....... „Professional rings for starters and desserts FORMIDABLE, 10-piece set„ .........................................40 06664 12170 5 ....................96

12200....... Egg pricker, plastic base ....................................................................................................................40 06664 12200 9 ....................97

12210....... Egg pricker completely s/s .................................................................................................................40 06664 12210 8 ....................97

12260....... Pourer spout AUTOMATICO...............................................................................................................40 06664 12260 3 ....................75

12265....... Display pourer spot AUTOMATICO, content: 16x pcs ........................................................................40 06664 12265 8 ..................100

12270....... Bottle stopper OVERO .......................................................................................................................40 06664 12270 2 ....................74

12300....... Timer, big, Ø 78 mm ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 12300 6 ....................94

12310....... Timer, small, Ø 61 mm .......................................................................................................................40 06664 12310 5 ....................94

12330....... Digital timer ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12330 3 ....................94

12340....... Timer 5 in 1 TEMPICO .......................................................................................................................40 06664 12340 2 ....................92

12350....... Egg slicer DUO ..................................................................................................................................40 06664 12350 1 ....................34

12355....... Egg cracker with salt shaker ..............................................................................................................40 06664 12355 6 ....................97

12370....... Mozarella slicer TOSCANA .................................................................................................................40 06664 12370 9 ....................34

12380....... Radish curler ......................................................................................................................................40 06664 12380 8 ....................21

12390....... Can opener ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12390 7 ....................96

12405....... Screw-top and crown-cap opener BOTTARE .....................................................................................40 06664 12405 8 ....................73

12410....... Jar / bottle opener .............................................................................................................................40 06664 12410 2 ....................75

12420....... Can opener ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12420 1 ....................96

12430....... Corkscrew .........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12430 0 ....................74

12435....... Waiter‘s knife .....................................................................................................................................40 06664 12435 5 ....................74

12450....... Ceramic hob cleaner ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 12450 8 ....................95

12455....... Recharge blades hob cleaner, 3 pcs. .................................................................................................40 06664 12455 3 ....................95

12460....... Egg yolk Separator ............................................................................................................................40 06664 12460 7 ....................63

12470....... Glas lid opener JARKEY .....................................................................................................................    ..............................................96

12480....... Pourer spout ......................................................................................................................................40 06664 12480 5 ....................75
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12485....... Lemon juicer PRESCO .......................................................................................................................40 06664 12485 0 ....................91

12495....... Ice cream scoop GEPALINA ...............................................................................................................40 06664 12495 9 ....................90

12498....... Bottle stopper ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 12498 0 ....................76

12500....... Universal Peeler .................................................................................................................................40 06664 12500 0 ....................31

12520....... Universal Peeler .................................................................................................................................40 06664 12520 8 ....................31

12530....... Apple corer KERN OTTO ...................................................................................................................40 06664 12530 7 ....................36

12540....... Nutcracker, s/s, NOCETTO ................................................................................................................40 06664 12540 6 ....................86

12545....... Nutcracker s/s, NOCETTO, 12 p. in display .......................................................................................40 06664 12545 1 ..................100

12560....... Asparagus peeler ...............................................................................................................................40 06664 12560 4 ....................31

12565....... Asparagus peeler, 18 p. in display ......................................................................................................40 06664 12565 9 ..................101

12600....... Poultry shears ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 12600 7 ....................29

12610....... Spring-loaded Poultry shears .............................................................................................................40 06664 12610 6 ....................29

12640....... Kitchen scissors TALIA .......................................................................................................................    ..............................................28

12650....... General purpose scissors ...................................................................................................................40 06664 12650 2 ....................28

12660....... Herbal scissors incl. cleaning comb ...................................................................................................40 06664 12660 1 ....................28

12670....... General purpose scissors ...................................................................................................................40 06664 12670 0 ....................28

12680....... Gas-refill, 100 ml ................................................................................................................................    ..............................................98

12690....... Long-handled gas lighter ...................................................................................................................40 06664 12690 8 ....................98

12695....... Long-handled gas lighter, 18 pcs. in display .......................................................................................    ............................................101

12700....... Bottle stopper ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 12700 4 ....................76

12710....... Pot clip ..............................................................................................................................................40 06664 12710 3 ....................88

12720....... Milk frother .........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12720 2 ....................70

12730....... Sparkling Wine Stopper .....................................................................................................................40 06664 12730 1 ....................76

12750....... Cutting mats, 4 pieces .......................................................................................................................40 06664 12750 9 ....................30

12760....... Coffee measure ..................................................................................................................................40 06664 12760 8 ....................70

12770....... Ceramic peeler with vertical blade ......................................................................................................40 06664 12770 7 ....................31

12780....... Milk frother MACELLO .......................................................................................................................40 06664 12780 6 ....................71

12790....... Universal rotary whisk ........................................................................................................................40 06664 12790 5 ....................91

12830....... Five-in-one opener .............................................................................................................................40 06664 12830 8 ....................75

12850....... Tea infuser .........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12850 6 ....................72

12860....... Corkscrew MOLTOVINO ....................................................................................................................40 06664 12860 5 ....................74

12870....... Tea stick TEALEAF .............................................................................................................................40 06664 12870 4 ....................72

12880....... Wall hook with suction cap, 2 pcs. FIXO.............................................................................................40 06664 12880 3 ....................97

12895....... Kitchen twine, 100 m .........................................................................................................................40 06664 12895 7 ....................81

12900....... Tea filter ARMONIA, with microfilter structure......................................................................................40 06664 12900 8 ....................72

12910....... Spice infuser GUSTO .........................................................................................................................40 06664 12910 7 ....................91

12920....... Cord dispenser, incl. 25 m kitchen twine CORDELLO ........................................................................40 06664 12920 6 ....................81

12925....... Food-safe cord, 100 m ......................................................................................................................40 06664 12925 1 ....................81

12930....... Ceramic hob cleaner BLANKO ...........................................................................................................40 06664 12930 5 ....................95

12940....... Spiral slicer ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 12940 4 ....................21

13000....... Potato press, tinned ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 13000 4 ....................59

13100....... Potato- and Spaetzle-press TRISTAR, with 3 discs, s/s......................................................................40 06664 13100 1 ....................59

13150....... Potato and Spaetzle press with 3 discs, plastic ..................................................................................40 06664 13150 6 ....................60

13160....... Potato and spaetzle press aluminium cast, round ..............................................................................40 06664 13160 5 ....................60

13170....... Potato and spaetzle press aluminium cast “handmade style” .............................................................40 06664 13170 4 ....................60

13200....... Potato press and fruit juicer ................................................................................................................40 06664 13200 8 ....................59

13300....... Potato press ORIGINAL, s/s ...............................................................................................................40 06664 13300 5 ....................59

13380....... Potato straining sack .........................................................................................................................40 06664 13380 7 ....................60

13390....... Straining cloth ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 13390 6 ....................60

13400....... Garlic press ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 13400 2 ....................86

13410....... Spiral slicer SPIRALFIX .......................................................................................................................40 06664 13410 1 ....................20

13420....... Slicer TARI .........................................................................................................................................40 06664 13420 0 ....................26

13440....... Nut cracker MANOLO ........................................................................................................................40 06664 13440 8 ....................86

13450....... Garlic cutter GARLICO .......................................................................................................................40 06664 13450 7 ....................26
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13460....... Spiral cutter SPIRELLI ........................................................................................................................40 06664 13460 6 ....................21

13465....... Spiral cutter SPIRELLI, 36 p. in display...............................................................................................40 6664 13465 1 ....................100

13470....... Can opener CANDO ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 13470 5 ....................95

13480....... Prosecco and wine bottle opener VINOSO .........................................................................................40 06664 13480 4 ....................73

13500....... Pineapple slicer PROFESSIONAL, s/s incl. small piece cutter .............................................................40 06664 13500 9 ....................25

13510....... Pineapple slicer COMFORT, plastic, incl. two cutting tools (large and medium), incl. small piece cutter .40 06664 13510 8 ....................25

13520....... Pineapple slicer BASIC, plastic  ..........................................................................................................40 06664 13520 7 ....................25

13550....... Pineapple slicer PROFESSIONAL PLUS, s/s,incl. small piece cutter and storage container, 1000 ml“ ...40 06664 13550 4 ....................24

13560....... Apple peeler .......................................................................................................................................40 06664 13560 3 ....................27

13580....... Mango cutter .....................................................................................................................................40 06664 13580 1 ....................27

13590....... Tomato cutter POMO .........................................................................................................................40 06664 13590 0 ....................26

13630....... Ceramic peeler CERAMO ...................................................................................................................40 06664 13630 3 ....................31

13635....... Ceramic peeler CERAMO, 12 p. in display .........................................................................................40 06664 13635 8 ..................101

13640....... Tomato/bell pepper and kiwi peeler POMODORO ..............................................................................40 06664 13640 2 ....................32

13650....... Universal peeler with stripper UNIVERSALE .......................................................................................40 06664 13650 1 ....................32

13660....... Julienne cutter with stripper STRISCIA ...............................................................................................40 06664 13660 0 ....................32

13670....... Vegetables and cheese peeler VERDURA ..........................................................................................40 06664 13670 9 ....................32

13690....... Cheese slicer PAMA ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 13690 7 ....................88

13695....... Spare wire for cheese slicer PAMA No. 13690 ...................................................................................40 06664 13695 2 ....................88

13710....... Zester CERTO....................................................................................................................................40 06664 13710 2 ....................33

13720....... Baller BOCELI ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 13720 1 ....................33

13730....... Orange peeler MELANSINA ...............................................................................................................40 06664 13730 0 ....................33

13740....... Tomato corer PICCO ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 13740 9 ....................33

13750....... Vegetable and french-fries cutter ........................................................................................................40 06664 13750 8 ....................34

13760....... Vegetables slicing grid for cutter 13750 ..............................................................................................40 06664 13760 7 ....................34

13770....... Asparagus / carrot peeler FILIGRANO ................................................................................................40 06664 13770 6 ....................32

13800....... Peeling knife .......................................................................................................................................40 06664 13800 0 ....................30

13810....... Vegetable knife ...................................................................................................................................40 06664 13810 9 ....................30

13820....... All purpose knife ................................................................................................................................40 06664 13820 8 ....................30

13830....... Ceramic knife .....................................................................................................................................40 06664 13830 7 ....................30

13900....... Cube cutter CUBICO .........................................................................................................................40 06664 13900 7 ....................35

13910....... Vegetable and herbs chopper, s/s ......................................................................................................40 06664 13910 6 ....................35

13920....... Onion chopper, plastic .......................................................................................................................40 06664 13920 5 ....................35

13970....... Citrus press LEMON ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 13970 0 ....................91

14220....... Baking nozzle, size 5 ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 14220 9 ....................65

14230....... Baking nozzle, size 7/8 ......................................................................................................................40 06664 14230 4 ....................65

14304....... Cake ring 10 cm XXL .........................................................................................................................40 06664 14304 2 ....................63

14308....... Cake ring 8,5 cm ...............................................................................................................................40 06664 14308 0 ....................63

14315....... Baking frame UNO 8,5 cm .................................................................................................................40 06664 14315 8 ....................63

14320....... Pastry press COOKIE .........................................................................................................................40 06664 14320 2 ....................65

14400....... Cake and Pizza saver EASY ...............................................................................................................40 06664 14400 1 ....................65

14410....... Vegetable shovel VITALA ....................................................................................................................40 06664 14410 0 ....................90

14450....... Measuring cup, 500 ml ......................................................................................................................40 06664 14450 6 ....................64

14460....... Measuring - Mixing cup, 1000 ml .......................................................................................................40 06664 14460 5 ....................64

14470....... Multi Mixing Cup, 300 ml....................................................................................................................40 06664 14470 4 ....................64

14490....... Dressing-Shaker ................................................................................................................................40 06664 14490 2 ....................91

14560....... Kitchen and baking brush ANGELINO ................................................................................................40 06664 14560 2 ....................63

14580....... Kitchen brush BECKY ........................................................................................................................40 06664 14580 0 ....................63

14585....... Kitchen brush BECKY, 18 pcs. in display ...........................................................................................40 06664 14585 5 ..................100

14620....... Pastry roller EXACT, adjustable  .........................................................................................................40 06664 14620 3 ....................62

14650....... Pastry roller PIATTO, silicone ..............................................................................................................40 06664 14650 0 ....................62

14660....... Pizza cutting wheel PEZZETTO ..........................................................................................................40 06664 14660 9 ....................62

14680....... Universal cutter RAFFINATO ...............................................................................................................40 06664 14680 7 ....................29

14690....... Tenderiser/dough perforator REBBIO .................................................................................................40 06664 14690 6 ....................81
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14700....... Meat mincer size 5 .............................................................................................................................40 06664 14700 2 ....................79

14710....... Meat mincer size 7/8 ..........................................................................................................................40 06664 14710 1 ....................79

14770....... Ladle and scoop FONDO ...................................................................................................................40 06664 14770 5 ....................87

14780....... Meat mallet CARPO ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 14780 4 ....................81

14790....... Spoon spatula DESTRO .....................................................................................................................40 06664 14790 3 ....................87

14810....... Silicone spatula DOLCE .....................................................................................................................40 06664 14810 8 ....................62

14830....... Potato masher PATATA ......................................................................................................................40 06664 14830 6 ....................87

14840....... Cooking spoon CERCHIO ..................................................................................................................40 06664 14840 5 ....................87

14870....... Whisk ALLERGRO .............................................................................................................................40 06664 14870 2 ....................87

15410....... Hamburger press SPARK ...................................................................................................................40 06664 15410 9 ....................78

15420....... Barbecue skewers TWINCO, 2 piece set ...........................................................................................40 06664 15420 8 ....................79

15440....... Chicken roaster SUPERB* .................................................................................................................40 06664 15440 6 ....................78

15450....... Draining sieve RESISTI .......................................................................................................................40 06664 15450 5 ....................49

15460....... Steam insert .......................................................................................................................................40 06664 15460 4 ....................49

15500....... Sieve 75 mm s/s ................................................................................................................................40 06664 15500 7 ....................50

15501....... Sieve 120 mm s/s ..............................................................................................................................40 06664 15501 4 ....................50

15502....... Sieve 160 mm s/s ..............................................................................................................................40 06664 15502 1 ....................50

15503....... Sieve 190 mm s/s ..............................................................................................................................40 06664 15503 8 ....................50

15504....... Sieve 230 mm s/s ..............................................................................................................................40 06664 15504 5 ....................50

15520....... Bird’s Nest Fryers ...............................................................................................................................40 06664 15520 5 ....................90

15530....... Sieve 70 cm .......................................................................................................................................40 06664 15530 4 ....................51

15535....... Sieve 70 cm, stainless steel ...............................................................................................................40 06664 15535 9 ....................51

15545....... Sieve 120 mm, stainless steel ............................................................................................................40 06664 15545 8 ....................51

15550....... Sieve 140 mm ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 15550 2 ....................51

15575....... Sieve 180 mm, stainless steel ............................................................................................................40 06664 15575 5 ....................51

15580....... Sieve 200 mm ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 15580 9 ....................51

15700....... Kitchen roll holder ORIGINAL .............................................................................................................40 06664 15700 1 ....................86

15710....... Paper-roll holder BUTLER, 26 cm ......................................................................................................40 06664 15710 0 ....................86

15850....... Cook book stand LIBRO ....................................................................................................................40 06664 15850 3 ....................85

16000....... Coffee filter ANGELO .........................................................................................................................40 06664 16000 1 ....................67

16010....... „Permanent coffee filter ARABICA, with microfilter structure“ ..............................................................40 06664 16010 0 ....................67

16020....... Porcelain coffee filter SANDRO, size 4 ................................................................................................40 06664 16020 9 ....................67

16030....... Porcelain coffee filter SANDRO, size 2 ................................................................................................40 06664 16030 8 ....................67

16040....... Dekorating shaker FINA .....................................................................................................................40 06664 16040 7 ....................71

16050....... Frothing jug CLAUDIO, 300 ml ...........................................................................................................40 06664 16050 6 ....................70

16060....... Frothing jug CLAUDIO, 600 ml ...........................................................................................................40 06664 16060 5 ....................70

16070....... Espresso maker LUCINO, 3 cups.......................................................................................................40 06664 16070 4 ....................69

16080....... Espresso maker LUCINO, 6 Cups ......................................................................................................40 06664 16080 3 ....................69

16090....... Espresso maker LUCINO, 9 cups.......................................................................................................40 06664 16090 2 ....................68

16100....... Sugar shaker FINA .............................................................................................................................40 06664 16100 8 ....................71

16110....... Cocoa shaker FINA ............................................................................................................................40 06664 16110 7 ....................71

16120....... Mesh-top shaker FINA .......................................................................................................................40 06664 16120 6 ....................71

16130....... Sweetener dispenser FINA .................................................................................................................40 06664 16130 5 ....................71

16140....... Espresse maker EMILIO, 2 cups ........................................................................................................40 06664 16140 4 ....................68

16150....... Espresse maker EMILIO, 4 cups ........................................................................................................40 06664 16150 3 ....................68

16160....... Espresse maker EMILIO, 6 cups ........................................................................................................40 06664 16160 2 ....................68

16170....... Coffee press PABLO, 350 ml ..............................................................................................................40 06664 16170 1 ....................69

16180....... Coffee press PABLO, 600 ml ..............................................................................................................40 06664 16180 0 ....................69

16190....... Coffee press PABLO, 1 L ...................................................................................................................40 06664 16190 9 ....................69

17010....... Magnetic strip MAGNETO ..................................................................................................................40 06664 17010 9 ....................97

19060....... Rotary grater, LASER CUT .................................................................................................................40 06664 19060 2 ....................38

19070....... Rotary grater, plastic - LASER CUT ....................................................................................................40 06664 19070 1 ....................42

19100....... Universal mill grater, plastic ................................................................................................................40 06664 19100 5 ....................45

19110....... Meat mincer, plastic ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 19110 4 ....................80
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19140....... Cherry pitter DROPIO .........................................................................................................................40 06664 19140 1 ....................36

19150....... Almond mill ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 19150 0 ....................45

19160....... Plum pitter DROPIO ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 19160 9 ....................36

21450....... Spoon tongs GANCIO, 30 cm ............................................................................................................40 06664 21450 6 ....................89

21540....... Barbecue tongs, s/s ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 21540 4 ....................89

21560....... „Pasta and Salad Tongs INSPIRIA„ .....................................................................................................40 06664 21560 2 ....................84

21570....... Salad servers .....................................................................................................................................40 06664 21570 1 ....................84

21580....... Salad and Pasta servers INSPIRIA .....................................................................................................40 06664 21580 0 ....................84

21600....... Multi-tweezers PICCOLINO ................................................................................................................40 06664 21600 5 ....................88

21615....... Mulit-tweezers PICCOLINO, 15 p. in display ......................................................................................40 06664 21615 9 ..................100

21710....... Baster for roasting juices and marinades ............................................................................................40 06664 21710 1 ....................81

21800....... Roast and oven thermometer .............................................................................................................40 06664 21800 9 ....................93

21810....... Baking thermometer MESSIMO .........................................................................................................40 06664 21810 8 ....................94

21820....... Digital thermometer SCALA ...............................................................................................................40 06664 21820 7 ....................93

21825....... Digital thermometer SCALA, 18 p. in Display ......................................................................................40 06664 21825 2 ..................100

21840....... Digital meat thermometer TEMPERE ..................................................................................................40 06664 21840 5 ....................93

21850....... Digital radio roast thermometer with timer ..........................................................................................40 06664 21850 4 ....................92

21860....... Fridge thermometer ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 21860 3 ....................94

21870....... Oven thermometer .............................................................................................................................40 06664 21870 2 ....................93

21880....... Roast thermometer ............................................................................................................................40 06664 21880 1 ....................93

21890....... Freezer / Fridge thermometer .............................................................................................................40 06664 21890 0 ....................93

22150....... Table cloth clamps, nickled ................................................................................................................40 06664 22150 4 ....................93

22250....... Table cloth clamps, for extendible tables ............................................................................................40 06664 22250 1 ....................98

22350....... Table cloth clamps, s/s .......................................................................................................................40 06664 22350 8 ....................98

22450....... Table cloth clamps, coated ................................................................................................................40 06664 22450 5 ....................98

24000....... Food mill FLOTTE LOTTE, s/s, plastic handle  ....................................................................................40 06664 24000 0 ....................48

24100....... Food mill FLOTTE LOTTE, s/s ............................................................................................................40 06664 24100 7 ....................48

24200....... Food mill FLOTTE LOTTE, 2 exch. discs ............................................................................................40 06664 24200 4 ....................47

24210....... Straining disc 1 mm ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 24210 3 ....................47

24215....... Straining disc 8 mm ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 24215 8 ....................47

24500....... Strainer press FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN ...............................................................................................40 06664 24500 5 ....................48

28110....... Strainer, collapsible ............................................................................................................................40 06664 28110 2 ....................49

28120....... Strainer , s/s, Ø 22 cm .......................................................................................................................40 06664 28120 7 ....................49

28220....... Motor pasta machine .........................................................................................................................40 06664 28220 8 ....................54

28230....... „Pasta machine PASTA PERFETTA NERO,  .......................................................................................40 06664 28230 7 ....................53

28240....... „Pasta machine PASTA PERFETTA BRILLANTE, ....................................................... .......................40 06664 28240 6 ....................53

28300....... „Pasta machine PASTA PERFETTA DE LUXE, with standard and 2 additional attachments“ ...............40 06664 28300 7 ....................54

28360....... Pasta dryer ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 28360 1 ....................54

28430....... „Ravioli-/pasta case mould, 3 pcs. plastic“ .........................................................................................40 06664 28430 1 ....................55

28440....... Ravioli-/pasta case maker, square ......................................................................................................40 06664 28440 0 ....................55

28480....... „Ravioli-/pasta case maker, square stainless steel“ .............................................................................40 06664 28480 6 ....................55

28490....... „Ravioli-/pasta case maker, round stainless steel“ ..............................................................................40 06664 28490 5 ....................55

33600....... Bread bin RONDO .............................................................................................................................40 06664 33600 0 ....................85

33610....... Butter dish SERVIA ............................................................................................................................40 06664 33610 9 ....................84

34620....... Salt- and pepper mill, 2-piece set .......................................................................................................40 06664 34620 7 ....................39

34660....... Spice mill AROMATICO ......................................................................................................................40 06664 34660 3 ....................39

34670....... Nutmeg mill MOSCATA, LASER CUT .................................................................................................40 06664 34670 2 ....................39

34680....... Universal cheese grater, LASER CUT .................................................................................................40 06664 34680 1 ....................38

35010....... Salad and pasta bowl INSPIRIA .........................................................................................................40 06664 35010 5 ....................83

35020....... Serving and soufflé dish INSPIRIA ......................................................................................................40 06664 35020 4 ....................83

35130....... Utensils holder CARA .........................................................................................................................40 06664 35130 0 ....................86

35360....... Crème Brûlée Set ...............................................................................................................................40 06664 35360 1 ....................85

35370....... Ginger grater ......................................................................................................................................40 06664 35370 0 ....................44

35375....... Fruit and vegetable grater FRUTTARE ................................................................................................40 06664 35375 5 ....................45
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35390....... Crème Brûlée bowls, set of 2 .............................................................................................................40 06664 35390 8 ....................85

35400....... Kitchen torch FUEGO .........................................................................................................................40 06664 35400 4 ....................85

50100....... Potato grater ORIGINAL .....................................................................................................................40 06664 50100 2 ....................43

50110....... Wire potato grater RUSTICA ..............................................................................................................40 06664 50110 1 ....................43

50150....... Cucumber slicer ORIGINAL ................................................................................................................40 06664 50150 7 ....................44

50200....... Vegetable slicer ORIGINAL .................................................................................................................40 06664 50200 9 ....................44

50250....... Universal grater and slicer ORIGINAL .................................................................................................40 06664 50250 4 ....................44

50350....... Raw vegetable grater ORIGINAL ........................................................................................................40 06664 50350 1 ....................44

50400....... Ceramic slicer ....................................................................................................................................40 06664 50400 3 ....................23

50410....... Julienne slicer ASIA ............................................................................................................................40 06664 50410 2 ....................23

50420....... Vegetable slicer ASIA .........................................................................................................................40 06664 50420 1 ....................23

50430....... Rösti grater ........................................................................................................................................40 06664 50430 0 ....................23

51060....... Crown fine grater CORONA - LASER CUT .........................................................................................40 06664 51060 8 ....................40

51160....... Flaker FIOCCHI - LASER CUT  ...........................................................................................................40 06664 51160 5 ....................41

51210....... Coarse shredder GREZZO -LASER CUT  ...........................................................................................40 06664 51210 7 ....................41

51360....... Fine grater FINO - LASER CUT ..........................................................................................................40 06664 51360 9 ....................41

51560....... Remnant holder / finger guard RESTO ...............................................................................................40 06664 51560 3 ....................41

52050....... Universalgrater, coarse and fine ..........................................................................................................40 06664 52050 8 ....................40

54000....... Gourmet slicer TARTUFOLO ..............................................................................................................40 06664 54010 0 ....................23

55000....... Multigrater RASPINI ...........................................................................................................................40 06664 55000 0 ....................42

55700....... Gourmet slicer VIOLINO .....................................................................................................................40 06664 55700 9 ....................22
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www.vgminternational.com.au

Great Britain 
HAUS 
Marketing & Distribution 
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USA
Gourmet Kitchenworks, LLC 
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Springfield MO  65809 – USA 
Ph: (417) 459 42 73 
Fx: (417) 889 9111 
ron.ekins@gefu.us 
www.gefu.us

 

Our partners
Managing Director
Rudolf Schillheim (CEO) 
Ph: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 0
Email: r.schillheim@gefu.com

Chief Financial Officer
Nico Zimmerling (CFO) 
Ph: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 0 
Email: n.zimmerling@gefu.com

Sales Manager
Thomas Klemenz 
Ph: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 33 
Email: t.klemenz@gefu.com

Marketing
Christian Michna 
Tel.: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 51 
Email: c.michna@gefu.com

Sabine Höltge 
Tel.: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 50 
Email: s.hoeltge@gefu.com

Export manager
Petra Lenz 
Ph: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 32 
Email: p.lenz @ gefu.com

Export sales
Andrea Jaspers 
Tel.: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 16 
Email: a.jaspers@gefu.com

Vanessa Felde 
Tel.: + 49 ( 0 ) 29 73 / 97 13- 35 
Email: v.felde@gefu.com

Pablo Picasso

‚Inspiration exists, but it has  
to find you working.‘

Pablo Picasso

„Inspiration exists, but it has 
to find you working.”

Rudolf Schillheim (CEO), Manager of GEFU Küchenboss GmbH & Co. KG

Dear customers,

I love to meet friends for dinner. The most pleasant evenings are those on which we all gather in the 
kitchen and cook together. 
Some time ago, on just such an evening, one of my friends and I had the task of julienning vege-
tables. And while we were busy working away my friend suddenly said: “It would be nicer if the 
vegetable strips were longer.” I looked at him but hat no solution to offer, and so I kept on cutting 
with some effort.

Some days later I was sitting at my desk and sharpening a pencil, when suddenly my friend’s remark 
“It would be nicer if the vegetable strips were longer” came to my mind again. “Why not sharpen 
vegetables?” I thought, and the idea for our SPIRELLI spiral cutter was born. My team and I tested 
the funnel shape of a sharpener, but somehow this version did not come up to our expectations for 
easy-to-use GEFU kitchen utensils. There had to be a better solution!

So I deliberated on other possibilities. Again a coincidence came to my aid: when my gaze fell upon 
the little hour glass on the computer I knew what our SPIRELLI had to look like. Together with our 
designers from INVIVO we racked our brains, built and tested extensively before the SPIRELLI finally 
found its current form and function. And the result is pretty impressive: the SPIRELLI is our TOP 
SELLER. Small wonder: using it, you can conjure up endless vegetable “spaghetti” easily and in no 
time at all.
 
The cooking evenings with my friends continue to inspire me, and so does the success of our SPI-
RELLI. And so I keep on working with passion and pleasure on new ideas and creative innovations 
together with my team. 
Share our openness for new things, follow your intuition and be inspired by our new 2014/15 GEFU 
catalogue for marketing artists.

Sincerely yours
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GEFU Küchenboss GmbH & Co. KG
Braukweg 28 · 59889 Eslohe

Tel + 49 2973 9713 - 0
Fax + 49 2973 9713 - 55
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2014 / 2015

or getting inspired?
Just preparing food

Spiral Slicer
SPIRELLI 

Spiral Cutter
SPIRALFIX

HANDBOOK 

FOR SALES ARTISTS

GEFU tools make 
everybody a culinary artist.


